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L1 FOREWORD
This study was performed by Battelle's Columbus Laboratories (BCL)
as Task No.	 7 under Contract No. NASw-2800,
	 for the NASA Office of Space
and Terrestri2.1 Applications	 (OSTA).	 Dr. A. C. Robinson is the Battelle
^- Project Manager for the contract.
	 A. George Mourad was the task leader for
this study.	 The NASA OSTA Technical Monitor was Douglas R.	 Broome.
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ISEASAT DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS
WITH THE OFFSHORE OIL, GAS AND MINING INDUSTRIES
by
a.G. Mourad, A.C. Robinson and J.E. Balon
TMTRnnirrTTnN
This report covers the activities performed by Battelle concerning
the NASA Seasat Commercial Demonstration Program. It describes several exper-
iments involving the offshore oil, gas and mining industries for the purpose
of demonstrating the capabilities; of the Seasat satellite and the utility of
the data acquired to various ocean activities.
The Battelle role with Seasat lias been to assist NASA in developing
and coordinating experiments in which organizations in the offshore industry
will use and evaluate data from Seasa:, tht first satellite designed to pro-
vide glooal sensing of the ocean surface. Participation of a number of such
organizatiQn-. involved in oil and gas exploration and production and deep
ocean n.ining was solicited. Eight experiments were defined, involving to
sponsors. Battelle secured the cooperation from the offshore industry and
participated with the experiment groups and with NASA in preparing the experi-
ment plans end getting the plans approved by management in each participating
organization. Battelle also contributed significantly to development of the
specifications for the user data delivery system.
In June 1978 the satellite was launched, and began producing data
within hours. A data record of about 3 months was collected before the satel-
lite experienced a massive failure in the power supply in October 1978. Al-
though Seasat was no longer able to transmit data, all the experiment groups
in the offshore oil, gas and mining industries decided to remain in the pro-
gram, and it now a p pears that most of the original program objectives can be
met. Battelle assisted NASA in reworking the experiment plans in recogni-
tion of the altered circumstances. Some users will work primarily with data
taken during the period in which the satellite was operating. Other users
will work primarily with data transmitted in near-real time from the U.S.
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Navy Fleet Numerical Weather Central (FNWC) in Monterey, CA. Only the final
modified experiment plans will be described in this report.
U N rvrorvnm
Seasat/Industry Benefits
Preliminary estimates of Seasat benefits were made during 1974-
1975. (1)*
 In the case of offshore oil and gas, these showed that benefits
during the years 1985 to 2000 would range from $114 to $344 million (1975 dol-
lars). In addition, $9b to $2-9b million should accrue to arctic operations,
most of which are associated with the oil and gas industries. No estimates
were made in that study for the deep ocean mining industr y , but the benefits
sitou ld Je substantial.
In economic terms, these industries are ai,,hly significant. The off-
shore oil and gas industry represents the largest single economic activity in
the world's oceans.( 2 ) The value to the U.S. alone was estimated at $3.2
billion in 1973, with projections of $18.9 billion by the year 2000. Ocean
mining activities are projected to rea:h $2.5 billion by the year 2000; the
U.S. mining industry alone will have spent some $3CO million before the first
commercial operations begin.(3)
Des.ription of Seasat
Seasat carried five instruments used for ocean monitoring. These are
a compressed pulse altimeter, a microwave scattermeter, a synthetic aperture
radar (SAR), a scanning multichannel microwave radiometer (SH1 ,1R) and a visible
and infrared radiometer (V/IR). Figure 1 illustrates the coverage provided by
each of these sensors. a brief description of these instruments, their appli-
cations, and their capabilities follows. For detailed information on instru-
ment capabilities for measuring geophysical and oceanographic parameters, and
the user requirements, see publications by Nagler and McCandless (4)
 and Apel
and Sirv(5).
*References, denoted by superscript numbers, are at and of text.
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Instruments
Radar Altimeter. The radar altimeter has two functions. First, it
monitors the average wave height from 1 to 20 m to within 0.5 m, or 10 percent
accuracy along a narrow (1.6 to 12 km) swath directly below the satellite
path. This is done by measuring the broadening of the altimeter echo caused
by increased surface wave action. Second, by measuring changes in the
satellite-to-sea-surface distance to within + 10 cm (RMS), it detects varia-
tions in mean sea level (geoid), tides, storm surges, and currents. The radar
altimeter has a 3 nanosecond pulse width and operates at a frequency of 13.5
GHz (2.2-cm wavelength). The SEASAT-1 altimeter is an improved version of
those flown on Skylab and GEOS-3.
Radar Scatterometer. The radar scatterometer acts as an anemometer
for measurement of surface wind speeds from 4 to 26 m/sec within 2 m/sec, or
10 percent (whichever is larger), and wind direction within 20 degrees. The
instrument covers two 500 km swaths, one on each side of nadir. Individual
wind magnitude determinations cover cells of about 50'km on the sea surface.
The scatterometer operates at 14.595 GHz (2.1-cm wavelength) and consists of
four inclined, side-looking, microwave beams displaced 25 degrees from the
nadir. On each side there are two narrow fan beams placed 45 degrees forward
and back, allowing two looks at each piece of the ocean separated by 90 de-
grees for determining wind direction. The signal strength of the reflected
energy increases with the increase in wind-driven waves, which can be used to
compute wind speed. The Seasat scatterometer is an improved version of the
Skylab instrument, wtih global coverage (95 percent) possible every 36 hours.
Synthetic Aperture Radar. The SAR is an instrument which was not
previously flown in a satellite. It provides all-weather imagery of ocean
features, i.e., ice fields, icebergs and leads, slicks, wave and current pat-
terns, and coastal conditions. Resolution is 25 meters over a 1OU-km swath,
230 to 330 km off nadir. The SAR, operating at 1.275 GHz (22-cm wavelength),
is capable of penetratir_g clouds and nominal rain. It has its own data re-
cording system and a very high data rate. Because of this, it was operated
i
i
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only while within line of sight of those tracking stations that are equipped
to receive and record its data. Conversion of the radar measurements to
t	
imagery was not provided in real time.
Microwave Radiometer. The SMMR is a passive system which measures
the incident electromagnetic radiation in a selected region of the spectrum.
It operates on five frequencies (6.6, 1U.7, 123.0, 21.0, and 37.0 GHz) and
serves four functions:
(1) Measures surface temperatures to within V C by measuring the
microwave brightness of the surface
(2) Measures foam brightness, which can, in turn, be converted Into
a measurement of intermediate to high (50 m/sec) wind speed (no
direction measurement)
(3) Detects ice age, extent, concentration and dynamics
(4) Provides atmospheric correction data to the radar altimeter and
scatterometer.
This instrument has a swath of 600 km off nadir. Similar instruments were
flown on Skylab, Nimbus-5, and Nimbus-6. The S,'T4R. was also flown on Nimbus-G,
which provided global coverage every 72 hours. The Seasat-1 SM.MR provided
global coverage (95 percent) every 36 hours.
i
	
	
Visible and Infrared Radiometer. The V/IR provides clear-weather
surface temperature data, cloud coverage patterns, and corroborative images of
ocean and coastal features with a resolution of 3 km (visible) and 5 km (IR)
r	
over a swath of 15UU km centered on nadir. Wavelengths are 0.49 to 0.94 Um
(visible) and 10.5 to 12.5 um (IR). This instrument is a modified version of
those flown on the NOAA operational satellites.
Data System
The Seasat data system covers all data processing elements from re-
mote sensing of ocean phenomena through collec,:ion and storage on-board the
satellite, transmission to the earth for storage, conversion, and merging of
the various sensor data, blending with supporting external data, and delivery
to the ultimate users for data analysis, interpretation, and utilization.
r
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Data from the altimeter, scatterometer, SMMR and V/IR radiometer were
recorded in the satellite and played back when the satellite was over the
tracking stations supporting Seasat. The data from these instruments are
being processed into geophysical units at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Ori-
Sinal plans were to transmit near-real-time data to the user requiring such
data. As noted, data from the imagining radar were not recorded but were
transmitted only to specific tracking stations. Some of these data were pro-
cessed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and shipped to users.
Seasat utilized the following six major subsystems to accomplish
these data processing services: (1) satellite data subsystem; (2) ground
tracking and data acquisition subsystem; (3) mission operations and control
subsystem; (4) project data processing subsystem; (S) SAR data processing sub-
system; and (6) user data subsystem.
Data Products
As a broad spectrum of user applications was anticipated, Seasat data
products were designed to serve a wide variety of users in a variety of forms.
Data were to be provi4ed either in near-real time or historically. The
real-time data system, however, did not become operational during the short
life of Seasat.
Near-Real-Time Data. The near-real-time data were to include envi-
ronmental data parameters such as surface winds, waves, and temperatures;
temperature maps and wind field maps; and forecasting products for weather,
waves, ice, and hurricanes. Four of the Seasat instruments (altimeter, scat-
terometer, SL`.MR and ViIR) are applicable for generating the above data. In
some cases, such as obtaining accuL •ate temperature data, output from all four
instruments was required. It was expected that the rear-real-time data (0 to
6 hours) would be transmitted from Seasat-1 to the Fairbanks, Alaska, tracking
station which, in turn, would retransmit them to FNWC. FNWC was to process
the data into geophysical units and incorporate them into their data product
for distribution to appropriate organizations.
i
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Non-Real-Time ( Historical) Data. Historical data can be grouped as
;aa -and non-SAR data. The non-SAR data include wave heights, wind field, ice
coverage, currents, and temperature. These data were transmitted from Seasat
kf	 to Several tracking stations and were collected at NASA/GSFC mission opera-
tions. The data were then transmitted from GSFC through the unified S -band to
JPL where they were converted to geophysical quantities and distributed to the
experiment participants.
As noted above, SAR data could not be recorded on-board Seasat
^U
because of the high data rate (2U x 10 6
 bits/sec). SAR data were collected
for specific areas over the U.S. and CanadA on a limited basis. Limited SAR
data were taken during the life of Seasat: Only special tracking stations
were equipped to receive these data and in turn send them to JPL. JPL
converted part of the data into imagery and mailed them to the participatiz's
experiment team members.
t1_
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The main objective of tae Seasat project was the proof of the concept
of microwave remote sensing of the world's oceans from a satellite platform.
In order to accomplish this goal, a substantial set of satellite and corre-
sponding surface truth data covering a reasonable range in wind and sea condi-
tions was required. Fortunately, during 3 months of operation, the satellite
returned a unique and important set of data regarding the earth's oceans. The
first extensive correlation and evaluation of Seasat and surface truth data
was conducted at the Gulf of Alaska Seasat Experiment (GOASEX) Workshop, which
was held at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) on January 22-26, 1979. Ex-
periment teams established for all the sensors met and conducted their analy-
ses; these teams are responsible for calibration and validation of Seasat
systems, algorithms, and data. In all, 15 Seasat passes over the Gulf of
Alaska. area occurring during 14, 16, 17, 19 and 25 September were selected for
t	
analysis during this workshop. Also, some passes were analyzed that occurred
during Hurricane Fico.
GOASEX was a concerted, high quality and comprehensive surface truth
collection effort on the part of many organizations including several NUAA
,.r
laboratories, _,,, eral NASA Centers, Canadian organizations, the rival Research
Laboratory, the University of Alaska and the U.S. Geological Survey.	 Data
were collected during July and August 1918 under some 60 satellite passes
using several oceanographic ships, weather ships, data buoys and aircraft.
The preliminary results obtained from the GOASEX Workshop proved Chat
most of the Seasat objectives and spacificat,ions for sensor accuracies and
spatial resolutions have been or will be met with extreme success.	 According
ht
^x^
to the GOASEX Altimeter Experiment 'Team report, the results provided ample
r
evidence that the radar altimeter, having undergone development through three
separate earth orbit missions (Skylab, GEOS-3, Seasat), has reached a level of
precision and accuracy that now permits the use of the data for important
^ quantitative oceanographic investigations and practical applications.(b)
Once we have similar experience with the other sensors and algorithms, it
appears that satellite microwave systems would, in the future, be capable of
collecting oceanographic and environmental data with sufficient accuracy that
the collection of surface measurements would be minimized considerably.
	
'	 OFFSHORE OIL, GAS AND MINING INDUSTRIES EXPERIMENTS
Throughout the Seasat program, NASA has devoted substantial effort to
getting potential users involved. Frm the early conceptual phases to the
	
r	 present, there has been in existence a users' committee, consisti .ag of repre-
sentatives from government, the academic community, and industry. This com-
mittee has been a major influence in bringing the Seasat program to its
present. configuration.
Although Seasat-1 is a "proof-of-concept" satellite, NASA included as
one of its goals the actual demonstration of the utility of Seasat data to
operational users. To accomplish this, NASA sit up experimental programs with
selected potential user industries. Through these demonstrations, NASA plans
to transfer its technology directly to the user, who. in turn, is expected to
provide evaluation of Seasat capability and its impact on its operatiuns.
Numerous contacts were made with industrial organizations, and*
,
` ex-
periment plans were generated in the following areas; marine resources, marine
transportation, and fisheries and other biotic resources. Battelle then
s
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coordinated, for NASA, eight experiments with several companies and organiza-
tions representing the oil, gas and mining industries. Table 1 identifies
these eight experiments and the participants. Figure 2 shows the approximate
geographic locations of the eight experiments.
During the operation of Seasat, these organizations were to investi-
Sate the usefulness of the data to various applications. 4hese applications
included:
(1) Improvements in weather and wave forecasts
(2) Improved knowledge of past winds as well as wave statistics for
setting design criteria and for planning operations, parti-
cularly in frontier and remote areas where data are virtually
nonexistent
(3) Monitoring ice formation, breakup and movement in arctic
regions.
These investigations are conducted jointly by NASA and the participating
organizations. NASA is to provide appropriate Seasat data and the industry
will compare them with their own collected sea truth observations, estimate
the potential benefits to offshore operations, and report the results of data
interpretation and a--Llysis.
Objectives
The original objectives of these experiments were to:
(1) Assist in verification of Seasat sensor accuracy and capability
(2) Permit potential users to evaluate the practical value of the
data in their activities
(3) Begin the process of transferring tie technology to the user
I	 community
(4) Assist in developing the requirements for an operational system
for monitoring the oceans from space.
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	 Ap2roach Used and Results Obtained
The approach used to secure the parLicipation of these offshore
industries involved the following steps.
r
t.
r
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TABLE 1. SUM1ARY OF SEASAT EXPERIMENTS WITH THE OFFSHORE OIL,
GAS AND MINING INDUSTRIES
f ASVT N0./EXPERIME1NT
TITLE COMPANY/ORGANIZATION REPRESENTATIVE
r
(1) Beaufort Sea Oil, Gas Gulf Canada Ltd. B. Wright
and Arctic Operations
a
Esso Resources Canada G. Spedding
Ltd.
Canadian Marine B. Mercer/G. Davis
Drilling
9 (2) Labrador Sea Oil,_ Total Eastcan M. Jozan/
r Gas and Sea Ice Exploration Ltd. D. Bereager
Esso Resources G. Spedding
Canada ;.td.
(3) Gulf of Mexico American Gas R. J. Simmons
Pipelines Association
(4) U.S. East Coast CONOCO F. Rosei
Offshore Oil and J. Boujnoch
Gas
(j) Worldwide Offshore Getty Oil Co. H. DeMirjian/
Drilling and Production P. Wybro
Operations
(6) Equatorial East Pacific Deepsea Ventures, W. Siapno
Ocean Mining Inc.
Kennecott A. Steen
Exploration, Inc.
INCO Limited J. L. Shaw
(7) Bering Sea Ice
Project*
(8) North Sea Oil
and Gas
Ocean Minerals Co.
Oceanographic
Services, Inc.
CONOCO
F. T. Lovorn
D. C. Eckert
F. Rose
Union Oil Research
	 M. Utt
*This experiment was modified by NASA/LeR(: to provide aircraft data instead
Of SAR for ice studies. There was no ice in the Bering Sea during the
life of Seasat to verify the usefulness oz the SAR.
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Stop 1. Develop Seasat application areas of interest to offshore
oil, gas and mining industries. These applications included the establishment
of satellite environmental data banks to be used in statistical studies for
determining maximum occurrences and to provide criteria for design of fixed
structures and for long-term operational planning.
Step 2. Identify individual industry leaders and organizations and
obtain their expressed interest in participating in cooperative experiments
with NASA. This was accomplished through long-time established contacts among
Battelle and industry representatives. Meetings and oral presentations were
made to numerous companies and assocations, the result of which culminated in
selecting the present eight experiments.
Step 3. Develop initial experiment plans and Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU) for signature by industry and NASA representatives. In
our work with representatives of the industries to define problem areas and
determine how Seasat data could help in their solutions, several sets of
parameters and test locations were established. A working document entitled
"Preliminary Plan for A Seasat-A Verification Experiment" was drafted by
I	 Battelle and submitted to representatives from the industry and NASA on April
15, 1977. This document contained the initial experiment project plans
including individual experiments, proposed schedules and milestones. Soon
after this document was disseminated, work started with NASA on developing an
C:	 initial MOU that could be satisfactory for both NASA and industry. Once the
industry data requirements were defined, work was initiated at JPL on defining
y	 the data distribution system, its formats, equipment and communication re-
p	 quirements. Battelle assisted JPL in this area. The work with JPL resulted
in the publishing of several documents by JPL, of which the final one was
called "Seasat ASVT Commercial Demonstration Experiments User Requirements
Document", by Elliot M. Gold, June 1979. Also, Battelle supported FNWC and
NASA in defining the initial requirements for the data communication network,
including user terminals, telephone lines, computer interface and estimated
costs.
^j
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Step 4. Develop final experiment plans including MOU's. The initial
experiment plans and MOU's developed in Step 3 were redrafted, including most
of the comments received by all concerned. Then meetings were set up with
each experiment representative(s) to discuss and finalize experiment plans and
MOU's; the final experiment plans are included later in this report. These
present details for each experiment on: experiment location and parameters,
objectives, potential benefits, approach, analysis procedures, data require-
ments and formats, surface truth data available, schedules, milestones and
reporting procedures.
Step 5. Coordination of experiments. This included the coordination
of acquisition and distribution of Seasat data, technical assistance required
by industry participants to understand Seasat sensors and their overage as
well as their applicat.ons; providing assistance and arranging for Workshops,
and meetings, facilitating the exchange of information among companies, and
promoting technology transfer as much as possible; and monitoring the quality
of experimental results being obtained and suggesting means for improvement,
if required. Two publications that resulted from this work and are represen-
tative of the technology transfer aspect of this task are included in the
Appendix found at the end of this report.
Activities Conducted After Seasat Failure
On October 10, 1978, Seasat experienced severe power difficulties
which led to its failure. The question then arose as to what to do about the
commercial Seasat experiments since the main interest in the real-time data
distribution system was no longer valid. A meeting was held ac JPL on October
31 and November 1, 1978, and representatives of these experiments attended.
During that meeting, JPL project personnel showed samples of Seasat results
that had been taken earlier and reviewed the status of processing and algor-
ithm development. Although these results were preliminary, they were impres-
sive, particularly those from the altimeter and the synthetic aperture radar
(SAR). Also, there appeared to be about 99 days of Seasat data that could be
processed for and analyzed by the experimenters. Personnel from FNWC then
is
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discussed the status of their real-time data distribution system and how they
intend to use data from Nimbus in the system; Nimbus carries the same type of
SMMR instrument as that on Seasat. The meeting was then dissolved into three
working groups that were chaired by industry representatives. Frank Rose of
CONOCO chaired the group for the oil, gas and mining experiments. Each group
then reviewed the status and objectives of their experiments and the future
direction that should be followed, particularly whether or not to continue
their involvement in the program. The results of these reviews were presented
on the second day, when all groups reassembled into one for discussion of
their deliberations.
The consensus of all representatives who attended the meeting was
that the experiments should be continued, with perhaps some modification of
objectives, for the following reasons:
(1) Seasat-1, being a proof -of-concept program, has a reasonable
volume of data that could be utilized by the industrial parti-
cipants on a non-real-time basis to prove the concept.
(2) The real-time distribution system set up at FNWC could still be
validated using their products. Other satellite data such as
those from the Nimbus-G SMMR instrument could be incorporated in
FNWC products, thus providing further validation of a real-time
satellite data distribution system.
(3) The industry has acquired surface truth data during the life of
Seasat that are sufficient to provide the baseline for valida-
tion and evaluation.
(4) The industrial efforts already expended on these experiments are
appreciable, and have reached to the level of upper management
(most of the MOU's were signed by the presidents or vice
presidents of the various companies involved). Any disruption
of the experiments at this time would risk alienation of these
companies from any future support of satellite programs, es-
pecially when the industry representatives believe that there
are sufficient Seasat data to be evaluated.
(5) The representatives noted that their involvement with the Seasat
program acclimated them to the use of satellite data, and they
9
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would like to have access to existing satellite data such as
those from GEOS-3. They asked that NASA make a catalog of
GEOS-3 ocean-related data available to them so they can select
enough data to provide a baseline for evaluation in their plan-
ning of activities and des[gn of facilities.
The results of discussions from this meeting were presented to NASA
Headquarters program management staff, who agreed to continue, at some level,
the commer^ial experiments.
On the basis of the above premises, the program was revitalized and
visits were mace by personnel from JPL and Battelle to the offices of the ex-
periment representatives. r1:cussions resulted in modification and amendment
of all project plans for the experiments. The new approach for each of the
experiments was adopted as follows:
(1) Conduct analysis of case studies on the Seasat data (non-real
time) to validate sensor accuracy and data utility, as was ori-
ginally planned prior to the failure of Seasat, but with a les-
ser data base.
(2) For those who require real-time data in addition to the non-
real-time data, conduct evaluation of a real-time data distribu-
tion system using Fleet Numerical Weather Central (FNWC)
products and forecasts and some Nimbus satellite data (as if
they were Seasat data). Nimbus has a Scanning Multichannel
Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) similar to the one on Seasat which
will provide data on winds and sea surface temperature. The em-
phasis in evaluation here is on the capability, timeliness and
effectiveness of such a data distribution system in anticipation
of a future operational satellite program.
Briefly, Experiment Nos. 1 through 6 will require both real-time FNWC
data and Seasat non-real-time data. Experiment No. 7 requires aircraft data
only, and Experiment No. 8 requires only non-real-time Seasat data. A summary
of each experiment :ase study (use of Seasat norms real-time data) is presented
next.
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Summary of Case Studies
R	 '
Beaufort Sea Experiment (ASVT No. 1)
R
The objective of this case study is to evaluate microwave data ob-
tained from Seasat as an aid to improving oil and gas exploration operations
in the ice-infested waters of the Beaufort Sea. This case study involved
Seasat Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) ( primarily waves and winds) and
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery, with the primary emphasis on SAR.
Three periods are selected for analysis between July and September to coincide
with ice movements and with the collection of surface truth data. Surface
truth data were collected from three drillships, artificial ice islands and
aircraft. Analysis of the data will be undertaken jointly by all the partici-
pants. The participants further plan to conduct special workshops on data 	 j
analysis and evaluation with other participants from Experiment Nos. 2 and 22. 	
i
Based on the results of comparison and analysis, assessment will be made of
the utility of Seasat-type data and their benefits to offshore oil and gas
exploration in arctic operations and environment.
Labrador Sea Experiment (ASVT No. 2)
The objective of this case study is to verify Seasat data with
industry-collected surface truth data for oceanographic, meteorologic and sea
ice monitoring and to assess the utility and benefits of Seasat data to off-
shore exploration, drilling, design and production operations. Data require-
ments include SAR imagery and GDRs ( waves and winds). Surface truth data were
collected using a drillship, a buoy, two oceanographic ship cruises, and air-
craft; ice observations were made within 30 km of the drillship. These data
will serve as the basis for comparison analysis and evaluation of Seasat data
and their utility in various stages of oil operations. The Atomospheric
Environmental Services (AES) of Canada (ASVT No. 22) will cooperate in provid-
ing forecasts using Seasat data for the Labrador Sea participants. Evaluation
of such forecasts in comparison with past ones will probably be made during a
{
	 planned workshop involving participants from all three experiments (Nos. 1, 2,
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and 22). Based on the results of evaluatians, assessment will be made of the
utility and benefits from Seasat
-type data in future operational programs.
Gulf of Mexico Experiment (ASVT Fos 3)
The objective of the Gulf of Mexico case study is to assess the util-
ity of Seasat-type data to improve design criteria for pipelines, correlate
the effect of satellite data with subsurface conditions, and determine the ac-
curacy of predicting severe storms. Documented times of significant weather
episodes in the Gulf of Mexico during the Summer of 1978 are availabe for this
experiment. During that time Vega Weather Service, Inc:, was under contract
to provide one of the American Gas Association (AGA) member companies with
forecasts and advisory services. Detailed records are available. Seasat GDRs
will be used to formulate forecasts on selected days where severe conditions
existed in the Gulf of Mexico. These forecasts will then be compared with ex-
isting records for that time. In addition, various platform operators have
been asked to provide any surface truth data they may have collected during
the life of Seasat. These data will be used to validate sensor accuracy and
quality. Based on the results of comparison, evaluation will be made as to
data utility and potential benefits that could be obtained . from a future oper-
ational satellite system.
U.S. East Coast Experiment (ASVT No. 4)
The objective of this case study is to determine the applicability
and benefit of Seasat-type data for establishing design and operational cri-
teria for offshore facilities. CONOCO has environmental data taken during the
life of Seasat on drillships operating in two locations:
(1) Off the southwest coast of Sicily
(2) Off the U.S. East Coast in the Baltimore Canyon.
CONOCO has also obtained and evaluated GEOS-3 data for location (1) above.
CONOCO will obtain from NASA Seasat GDRs for both locations (1) and (2) and
four SAR passes for location (2). CONOCO will use these data by validating
sensor capabilities against their surface truth data and evaluate the fore-
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casting value of the senor data by using GDRs as input to forecasts. The re-
sulting forecasts will be compared with existing (during the Summer of 1978)
forecasts. Based on these comparisons, the data will be assessed in terms of
(1) meeting the experiment objectives and (2) potential benefits that could be
derived, provided that an operational satellite system exists in the future.
Worldwide Offshore Drilling and Production
Operations Experiment (ASVT No. 5
The objective of this case study is to assess the utility of Seasat-
type data for offshore oil and gas drilling and production operations. Getty
Oil Company (as operator for several other companies) has available detailed
environmental data (winds, waves, pressure, temperature, currents) measured on
the "Discoverer Seven Seas" drillship during July to October 1978 (during the
life of Seasat) in two areas:
(1) Off Ibiza Marino (Spain) from July 1 to July 23
(2) The Straits of Ontranto (Italy) from August 3 to October 1.
The Seasat GDRs to be received from NASA will be used in Getty's Seasat data
evaluation case study to:
G) Validate sensor capacility in comparing with surface truth
(2) Evaluate the forecasting value of the sensor data by comparing
them with forecasting reports previously generated by Getty
(3) Assess the use of Seasat data in design (build an environmental
data base)
(4) Determine potential benefits that can be accrued based on a fu-
ture operational satellite system that could provide Seasat-type
data.
Pacific Ocean Mining Experiment (ASVT No. 6)
The objective of this case study is to assess Seasat data utility for
ocean mining design, exploration and operations. Two of the companies
(Deepsea Ventures and Ocean Minerals) were operating during the life of Seasat
and have available environmental data taken from their mining ships. These
data will be used for comparison with Seasat GDRs to determine the applicabil-
ity and benefits of Seasat data for affecting decision processes during ocean
,a.
mining design, exploration and operations. During the life of Seasat, near-
record hurricanes occurred in the Pacific Ocean, affecting the mining areas of
interest. Seasat data (primarily waves and grinds) will serve as excellent
Input for establishing a severe weather forecasting scenario. The intent of
the case study is to provide the meteorological scenario from whatever source
data may be available and to determine the enhancement that is possible by
adding Seasat data. In this way, parametric evaluation of satellita-collected
Information of mid-ocean areas would be readily understandable. Seasat data
will be first validated against surface truth and then analyzed; environmental
forecasts will be prepared in hindsight. These forecasts will be compared
with the results of the actual forecasts=and conditions that existed in the
past.
Bering Sea Experiment (ASVT No. 7)
The main interest of the Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA) in
this experiment was to evaluate the use of SAR data for ice studies. Since,
during the life of Seasat, there were no ice conditions in the Bering Sea,
Seasat data would not be applicable. However, NASA/LeRC conducted ice mea-
surements using microwave systems from aircraft in March of 1979 in the Bering
Sea. The resulting aircraft data, similar to those from Seasat, will be util-
ized by industry in their analysis and evaluation.
North Sea Experiment (ASVT No. 8)
The objective of the North Sea case study is to determine the feasi-
bility of using Seasat-type data for improving on design of structures and
assessing data utility for daily operations. During the life of Seasat, sur-
face truth data were measured and collected from four instrumented ocean
platforms/buoys. These data included winds, waves, temperature, atmospheric
pressures and other environmental data. This case study will consist of anal-
ysis and validation of non-real-time data. First, the available Seasat GDRs
(taken within a 100-km radius of each platform) on waves, winds and tempera-
ture will be analyzed; then, these data will be compared with weather
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conditions known to exist at that time.
	
A forecast analysis will be made to
determine what could have happened had GDR data been available at that tima. 
Finally, Seasat	 a	 b	 compared	 t	 hcollectedurface tr th 	 dat  will	 a	   wi h t e 	 s	 u	 data,
and an evaluation made as to the utility of similar types of data available
l
from future satellite programs.	 The primary interest of the companies is in a
system that will show high waves and winds and how it could be used in improv-
ing weather forecasts and establishing a long-term data base to predict
extreme environmental conditions.
y
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Program Statun and Preliminary Results
1.
Regarding Seasat and related data for the case study analyses, JPL
completed the processing of some 26 days of Seasat altimeter and wind data and
r
!
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mailed them between July and August of 1979 to the industry representatives
for their use in the case studies.	 Also, sample SAR passes were mailed. 	 In
addition, data were requested from NASA/WFC regarding hurricane and storm cat-
alogs, wave height comparisons and GEOS -3 altimeter data. 	 The storm data cat-
lalogs and wave height comparisons were obtained and mailed to interested
representatives.	 Industry representatives were pleased with the catalogs re-
ceived, indicating that the catalogs would enhance their evaluation process of
Seasat case studies as well as contribute to their overall collection and use
1
of pertinent historical data that will aid in facility design and operational
planning.	 GEOS-3 data are being processed at NASA Wallops and may become
available during January 1980.
I
The real-time distribution system is viewed as most important for
many experimenters.	 It finally become operational during September/October
1979.	 An important milestone was reached when a successful demonstration was
i
made of the real-time data distribution system at the Navy FNWC facility in
Monterey on August 14, 1979.	 Industrial representatives expressed their plea-
sure and renewed their earlier (prior to Seasat failure) enthusiasm concerning
their participation in the Seasat commercial demonstration program.
	
Most felt
that the original objectives of their experiments may still be ziet.
	
Some of
them admitted that, after Seasat failure, they sat back and waited to see ;.hat
might evolve.	 But now they are convinced that the system will be of use.
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However, the degree of its.usefulness remains to be evaluated by all those
involved in the program.
Several industry members participated in the Seasat Colloquium which
was held on October 29 - November 1, 1979 at Scripps Iastiture of Oceanography
in San Diego, Cal:ornia. Three presentations were made by representatives of
the offshore oil, gas and mining industry experiments. Although time and data
samples were limited, the preliminary results were encouraging. The specific
comments made regarding the significance of Seasat data and results are listed
below:
s Most significant applications of Seasat data are for climatologi-
cal studies and oceanographic statistics to use as a data base;
(data bank), particularly for frontier or remote areas of the
world oceans where sometimes no data exist at all. Examples :f
such uses are for determining maximum-occurrence events, for de-
sign of structures and facilities and for planning operations. As
such, they are excellent.
e The data are not yet useful for day-today operations or for anal-
ysis of individual sto rms because of the large scatter shown in
the results, particularly in the wind field data.
• Wave height results showed better scatter than those for the wind
field and thus might be useful in hindcast analysis of large
storms. However, they still require improvement.
s The capability of the Seasat altimeter to measure ocean current
positions, slopes and eddies is of importance, particularly in the
summer where temperature gradients are not sufficient to be re-
flected from radiometer measurements.
• in general, the representatives, aware of the limited seuple of
data they had to work with, were reluctant to make final conclu-
sions regarding the accuracy and utility of the data.
e There is apprehension in the industry about future satellite pro-
grams. For example, what is to happen from now until NOSS be-
comes available? Some other areas of concern include the lack of
industry involvement in future plans, and the cost of large
programs in comparison to the benefits.
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DETAILS OF SEASAT ASVT EXPERIMENT PLANS
The final amended versions of the eight experiment plans for the
offshore oil, gas and mining industries are presented in this section. These
versions are the ones for which company executives signed Memoranda of
Understanding with NASA, thus authorizing the joint industry /NASA cooperative
ventures. Each experiment plan is presented verbatim on the pages that
follow.
(2) "Economic Value of ocean Resources to the United States", National Ocean
Pollp-y Study, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, December 1974.
(3) Livesay, B. J., personal communication, April 1977.
(4) NjIler, R. G., and McCandless, S. W., Jr., "Operational Oceanographic
Satellites - Potentials for Oceanography, Climatology, Coastal Processes,
and Ice", Jet Propulsion Laboratory, September 1975, p. 12.
(5) Apel, J. R., and Siry, J. W., "The Earth and Ocean Physics Applications
Program (EAPAP) - Ocean Dynamics Program", SEASAT-A Scientific
Contributious, NASA, Washington, D.C., July 1974, pp. 139-172.
(6) Tapley, B. D., at al., "Seasat Altimeter Calibration: Initial Results",
Science, Vol. 204, No. 4400, 29 June 1979, pp 1410-1412.
REFERENCES
(1) "Sea"t Economic Assessment", Vol. 1, Econ, Inc., Princeton, N.J., August
1975.
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JBEAUFORT SEA OIL, GAS AND ARCTIC OPERATIONS
(ASVT EXPERIMENT 1)
NASA/GULF OIL CANADA LTD., CANADIAN MARINE
DRILLING LTD. ANU ESSO RESOURCES CANADA LTD.
COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENT PLAN
Ju lv 1978
AMENDMENT 1
MARCH 1979
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS A14D SPACE ADMIN?STRATION
Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications
^L
	
Washington, D. C. 20546
.^ E MRINKNT SUMMARY
ASVT EXPERIMENT: 	 No. 1
TITLE:	 Beaufort Sea Oil, Gas and Arctic Operations
EXPERIMENT REPRESENTATIVE /ORGANIZATION:	 (B.	 Wright)	 Gulf 011	 Canada	 Ltd.,
'.	 1	 4 >;-;;` -5t	 Avenue, S.	 .,	 gary,	 berta T2P ON2, Canada.	 Telephone:	 (403)
268-4484; 18. Mercer/G. Davis) Canadian Marine Drilling Ltd. (CANMAR), P.O. -
Box 200, Calgary, Alberta T2P 2R8, Canada. 	 Telephone:	 (403) 232-5550; (G.
Spedding) Esso Resources Canada 	 Ltd.,	 339-50th Avenue	 S.	 E.,	 Calgary,
F' Alberta T2G 2B3, Canada.
	 Telephone:
	 ( 403) 259-0335.
- COORDINATOR:	 For U.S.: (A. George Mourad) Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, 505
King Avenue, Columbus, OR	 43201.	 Telephone:	 ( 614) 424-5097; and (Dick
Gedney) NASA/LeRC, 21000 Brook .park Rd., Cleveland, OR 	 44135.	 Telephone:
(216) 433-4000, x209. ^-►
7-r Canada:	 (Rene Ramseier) Surveillance Satellite Project Office,	 De-
partment of Energy, Mines and Resources, 580 Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario L
K1A OY7, Canada.	 Telephone:	 (613) 995-9261.
_ EXPERIMENT	 LOCATION:	 Test
	
area	 is	 bounded	 by	 coastline	 to	 72°30 1N	 and
-	 W.	 Supporting area for Nlmbus-7 imagery is to include the entire
Beaufort Sea to 169°W.
C OBJECTIVE/PURPOSE:	 To evaluate active and passive microwave data obtained from
Seasat and from the SURSAT project as an aid to improving oil and gas ;^
exploration operations in tie ice-infested waters of the Beaufort Sea.
APPROACH: Pertinent Seasat data and products provided by NASA and Nimbus
imagery and Convair 580 data provided by the SURSAT Office will be
collected, analyzed and compared with the surface truth data obtained by
the operating companies during the experiment. Based on the results of the
comparison, assessment will be made of the utility of Seasat data and their
benefits to offshore ail and gas and arctic operations.
DATA REQUIREMENTS: Only non-real-time data --re required. These include (1)
Seasat GDR products of H1/3, .wind speed and direction and sea surface
temperature, (2) SAR data-, ten passes, and (3) Nimbus-7 imagery and
Convair 580 data to be provided by the SURSAT Office.
DATA FORMAT AND FREQUENCY: GDR products on 9-track tapes; three copies of SAR
imagery onilk m positives and CCTs of 10 percent of the imagery, whenever
available; Nimbus imagery on film positives once every three days; Convair
data, after they have been taken, on films and tables.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND DATA DELIVERY: The participating companies will
receive the non-real-time data by mail in Calgary, Alberta, Canada:.
	
SURFACE TRUTH DATA: Data include ice observations from drillships, dredging 	 !=
	
barges, artificial islands and reconnaissance flights. Data to include
	 IA
aerial photographs, wind speed and direction, wave information,
temperature, and laser profile data.
1 1
{	 ^ f
Beaufort Sea Oil, Gas and Arctic Operations
This experiment is being conducted by three Canadian companies in
cooperation with	 NASA for	 the	 purpose	 of	 evaluating the	 potential	 that
Seasat and related satellite data have for affecting the decision processes
that must routinely be made during their oil and gas exploration and pro-
duction operations in the ice-infested waters of the southern Beaufort Sea.
` 1
l^
The ultimate benefits expected through the use of these ice reconnaissance
data include enhancement of human safety and reduction of costs or losses
in current and future operations.
The companies involved in the experiment are:	 Gulf Oil Canada
S	 + Ltd., Esso Resources Canada Ltd., and Canadian Marine Drilling Ltd. 	 The
Canadian Surveillance Satellite ( SURSAT) Project Office is the liaison for
this experiment.	 Petroleum and natural gas	 permits have been issued for
P	 ,^ approximately 42 million acres of 	 the southern Beaufort Sea.	 In view of
{	 i the large acreage and the high costs per well,	 large expenditures are in-
volved.	 The proposed	 test area covers	 the offshore area out to latitude
72°30' north between longitudes 125° to 140 0 west in the southern Beaufort
a
Sea, as shown in Figure 1.	 Geographical landmarks are Cape Bathurst at the
mouth of the Amundsen Gulf and the Alaskan-Yukon boundary as 	 the western
extremity.	 This area encompasses the continental	 shelf with water depths
y increasing to 6000 feet at the northern limits. 	 Figure	 2 shows	 the	 pos-
sible specific	 locations of	 the Seasat validation test sites. 	 Supporting
j area for Nimbus-7 imagery is to include the entire Beaufort Sea to 169°W.
The Canadian companies currently have environmental data taken in
1978 from barges dredging vessels, drillships, artificial ice islands, and
aircraft	 operating	 in	 the	 Beaufort	 Sea	 test	 area	 that	 will	 be	 used	 to
determine	 the utility of Seasat- type	 data and	 their	 benefits	 to offshore
i oil	 and gas exploration in arctic 	 operations and environment.	 Since the
Seasat	 satellite	 failed	 on	 10	 October	 1978,	 any	 further	 satellite	 data
needed	 will	 be	 obtained	 from	 Nimbus,	 and	 the	 data	 products	 will	 be
f
distributed
	
by	 the	 Navy ' s	 Fleet	 Numerical	 Weather	 Central	 ( FNWC)	 in
s Monterey, California. 	 This experiment has no real-time data requirements,
i
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FIGURE 1. BEAUFORT SEA TEST AREA
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'but the participants are interested in the real-time distribution system
which will be evaluated thraugh Experiment "No. 22 in cooperation with these Y M r-
:,?Canadian companies.	 r.	 ; x J
{
`Sumary of the Physical Endironment
(L	 he ice regime includes three zones:
r	 ;ja) Landfast ice which extends out to the 60-foot
water depth
f	 (b) The shear zone which extends out to between
60 and 100 miles from shore
B ^ 	 (c) The polar pack.
:` per (2) Breakup of the fast ice occurs every summer,
producing ice-free conditions in coastal
waters. The extent of this ice-free zone in
coastal waters varies significantly from
year to year. In good years, the edge of
the polar pack may recede 300 miles while in
bad ice years a clearance of 20 miles is the
maximum.
(3) The differences in fetch from year to year
affect significant wave heights during the
summer months.
(4) The area seems to be sheltered from the effects
of the Beaufort Gyral. Dynamics of ice movement
are complex and are probably influenced by local
winds and currents.
(5) The discharge of fresh water from the Mackenzie
River is an important factor affecting ice
growth. Ice growth commences first in coastal
waters and progresses seaward by steps. The
rate of progression and number of steps depend
on yearly meteorological conditions.
5Experiment Motivation
Ice reconnaissance in the past has been devoted primarily to the
yearly resupply program to Arctic communities. The growing industry
presence in the Beaufort Sea imposes increased and new demands on ice
reconnaissance. Apart from the increase in shipping for summer supply
operations, exploration and production activities are conducted on a
year-round basis.
Under consideration for the Arctic region is the extension of the
shipping season with suitable ice-strengthened vessels for the removal of
oil and minerals, the increased use of drillships and the building of
offshore structures. Exploration from artificial islands is already under
way in the Mackenzie Delta region of the Beaufort Sea. In the Arctic
Islands, wells have been drilled from rigs situated on artificially
thickened floes. Drillships have operated in the southern Beaufort Sea
since the summer of 1976. Presently, artificial island building costs are
around $245,000 per day. It is estimated that wells drilled by the
drillships in the deeper water will cost around $40 million.
The shortness of the summer open-water season in the'Arctic makes
the most efficient optimization of equipment essential. In drillship
operation and for the deployment of equipment for island building, accurate
prediction of pack ice movement is essential if unnecessary moves from
location are to be avoided. Apart from the cost involved, unnecessary
moves in drillship operation could delay the completion of a well until the
following year.
Objectives/Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate active and passive
microwave data obtained from Seasat and from the SURSAT Project as an aid
to improving oil and gas exploration operations in the ice-infested waters
of the southern Jeaufort Sea. Primary specific Seasat objectives are to:
(1) Evaluate active and passive microwave imagery for
detection of total ice cover and ice boundaries
on a year-round basis.
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(2) Identify ice types,,distribution, and features
such as pressure ridges and any changes in
?	 distribution with time.
(3) Evaluate the applicability of Seaaat data for
determining wind speed and direction, wave
height and directional - period and sea surface
temperature.
(4) Assess the utility and benefits of Seasat and
related satellite data to offshore petroleum
operations in light of the ice interference
aspect.
A secondary objective is to determine the feasibility of the altimeter data
for indicating the degree of ice roughness and ice edge position location.
Approach
The Seasat satellite failed on 10 October 1978, having yielded 3
months of data which will be provided to the three Canadian companies in
non-real time in the form of Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) and Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data. The GDRs ( primarily waves and winds) and SAR
imagery will be used in a Seasat data evaluation case study to validate
sensor capability and evaluate the forecasting value of the sensor data.
Three periods between July and September 1978 have been selected for
analysis to coincide with ice movements and with the collection of surface
truth data. The industry participants will conduct special workshops on
data analysis and evaluation with other participants from Experiment Nos. 2
and 22. Based on the results of comparison and analysis, assessment will
be made of the utility of Seasat-type data and their benefits to offshore
oil and gas exploration in arctic operations and environment.
The qualitative aspects of the experiment such as comparison of
satellite and aircraft data with surface truth information will be
conducted by industry in the following manner. To meet Objectives (1) and
(2), information from existing sources such as ice charts, satellite
imagery and visual observations will be used for comparative purposes*
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Aerial photography, aircraft SAR and SLAR imagery, visual and other data
will be used for identification of ice composition and distribution.
Wind speed and direction data collected offshore by the
	
T	 participants will be correlated with the Seasat scatterometer and SMMRl
data. Surface-truth sea surface temperature will be used to determine the
' correlation and accuracy of SMMR brightness temperature to represent actual
surface temperature. Also, determinations will be made as to whether SMMIR
temperature can be useful in freezeup prediction models.
Industry Data Requirements. Real-time data requirements are to
be satisfied through Experiment No. 22 conducted by Atmospheric
Environmental Services. Non-real-time data will be required to carry out
the objectives of this experiment. NASA will provide the participatingj	 P	 P	 P	 P	 S
industries with the following data:
(1) Seasat Geophysical Data Records (GDRs), including
altimeter	 (H1/3),	 scanning	 multifrequency
microwave radiometer (SMMR) wind magnitude,
Seasat-A scatterometer	 system	 (SASS)	 wind-
magnitude and direction, and SMMR sea surface
temperature.
(2) Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery: three
to ten passes.
The SURSAT Project Office will provide the following data
products:
(1) Pseudocolor images of observed brightness temperature
from the Nimbus project
x.
(2) Processed data from the Convair 580 flight passes.
The minimum accuracy required by the industry participants for
the altimeter data is +1 m. For the SASS data, the minimum accuracy
required is +3 to 5 m/sec for wind magnitude and +20 0 for wind direction.
All wave, wind speed and direction readings are requested for the following
periods:
'	 e 27 July - 3 August 1978
e 17 August - 24 August 1978
e 14 September - 21 September 1978.
--.....,.—.-..,._
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8Quality image products are needed of the first three of ten synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) passes, with desired SAIL ground swath and points of
74*N latitude on and 69°N latitude off:*
• Pass ID #123, rev 605, on 8/8/18
• Pass ID #136, rev 648, on 8/11/78
• Pass ID #148, rev 691, on 8/14/78.
The seven additional SAR passes required include:
• Pass ID #45, rev 350, on 7/21/78
• Pass ID #184, rev 806, on 8/22/78
• Pass ID #198, rev 849, on 8/25/78
• Pass ID #412, rev 1382, ou 10/1/78
• Pass ID #427, rev 1408, on 10/3/78
• Pass ID #450, rev 1451, on 10/6/78
• Pass ID #474, rev 1494, on 10/9/78.
The tracks of these SAR passes are depicted in Figure 3.
Surface Truth Data.
	 The operating companies have collected
environmental data at their artificial islands, from drillships and from
,their dredging barges, as detailed in Table 1. The parameters
measured/observed include wave height, sea surface temperature, wind speed
and direction, ice conditions, barometric pressure, cloud cover and
visibility, as well as air temperature.
Data Format and Communication Equipment
The format of the Seaaat data products should be as follows:
(1) Tabular GDRs and 9-track computer-compatible
tape (CCT)
(2) Three film positives of SAR imagery and CCTs of
10 percent of the imagery
*The first three passes listed are on the NASA highest priority
list for processing; the remaining seven passes have been
requested by the experimenter, and NASA will consider
processing them on a non-priority basis.
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Three film positives and one negative(3)
	
	
for Essop	 g	 (
Resources Canada Ltd.) of Nimbus imagery
(4) Tabular data and imagery for Convair aircraft data.
Data should be shipped by mail to the companies involved (Calgary, Alberta,
U	 Canada).
Reportingand Schedule
Guidelines for reporting the experiment results are discussed in
the paragraphs below.
Progress Reports. As coordinator of this experiment;, Battelle
will submit periodic progress/status reports to NASA HQ. It it; expected
((	 that the experimenter will provide inputs for these progress reports, but
!	 this is not a formal requirement. Battelle will provide the experimenter
with copies of all such reports submitted to NASA.
l'	
Final Report. A final report (one camera-ready copy and four
l	 bound copies) will be prepared by the experimenter upon completion of the
fexperiment, but not later than December 31, 1980. It is suggested that
this report be prepared for general dissemination in accordance with good
reporting practice. It may include experiment objectives, experiment
description, techniques and procedures employed for the data analysis and
assessment, conclusions, and recommendations. 	 Also desirable is the
experimenter's assessment of the results in terms of:
t (1) Potential contribution of the Seasat-type data
to the experimenter's future needs
(2) Characteristics of an operational satellite
information system that =s of importance to
the users.
Also, an interim final report will be prepared and submitted to
the SURSAT Office with a copy to NASA by October 31, 1979.
t'
	
	
Schedule.	 A planning schedule for this experiment in the
Beaufort Sea is shown in Figure 4.
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AMENDMENT 1
MARCH 1919
LABRADOR SEA OIL, GAS AND SEA ICE
(ASVT EXPERIMENT 2)G
NASA/TOTAL EASTCAN EXPLORATION LTD.
AND ESSO RESOURCES CANADA LTD.
[[	 COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENT PLAN
July 1978
, 	 r
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications
Washington, 0. C. 20546	 3
1
__	
.8,
I
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EXPERIMENT SUMMARY
ASVT EXPERIMENT: No. 2
TITLE: Labrador Sea Oil, Gas and Sea Ice
EXPERIMENT REPRESENTATIVE /ORGANIZATION: (M. Jozan/D. Bereuger) Total Eastcan
Exploration Ltd., Bow Valley Square, 1600, 202-6th :;venue, S.W., Calgary,
Alberta T2P 2W6, Can Telephone: (403) 264-9770 ana (G. Spedding) Esso
Resources Canada Limited, 339-50th Avenue, S. E., Calgary, Alberta T2G 2B3,
'Canada. Telephone: (403) 259-0335.
COORDINATOR: For U .S. (A. George Mourad) Battelle ' s Columbus :a'^oratQries, 505
King Avenue, Columbus, OR 43201. Telephone: (614) 42`: :097:'and (Dick
Gedney) NASA/LeRC, 21,000 Brookpark Rd., Cleveland, JH 4, 135. Telephone:
(216) 433-4000, Ext. 209.
For Canada (Rene Ramseier) Surveillance Satellite Project Office (SURSAT),
Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, 580 Booth St., Ottawa, Ontario
K1A OY7, Canada. Telephone: (613) 995-9261.
EXPERIMENT LOCATION: Test area is bounded by coordinates 45'-65°N and from
shore out to 50'W longitude.
OBJECTIVE/PURPOSE: To verify Seasat data with industr y collected surface truth
data for oceanographic, meteorologic and sea ice monitoring and to assess
the utility and benefits of Seasat data to offshore drilling, design and
production operations.
APPROACH:	 Surface truth data on wind, wave, temperature, pressure and ice
cover, within the existing or planned framework of operations and research
programs will be collected by the participants. These data will be
processed, analyzed and used for comparison with and validation of Seasat
data and sensors. Based on the results of comparison, assessment will be
`
	
	
made of the Seasat data utility and benefits to offshore facilities design
and production operations.
DATA RE UIREMENTS: Non-real -time data to include ( 1) Seasat GDR observations,
2 SAR data: three passes, ( 3) any available SAR imagery from Convair 580
and (4) Nimbus StM imagery. Items (3) and (4) will be provided by SURSAT.
DATA FORMAT AND FREQUENCY: Non-real-time data on 9-track tapes and printout.
Imagery from SAR on film positives and CCT's of 10 percent of the imagery
whenever available.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT ANP DATA DELIVERY: GDR data tapes and/or printouts to
be mailed to the participating companies in Calgary.
SURFACE TRUTH DATA: Data include ice cover data, sea state and meteorological
data from drillships and buoys, and aircraft flights.
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Labrador, Sea Oil, Gas and Sea Ice Experiment 	 -
This experiment is being conducted * Canadian oil and gas
companies in cooperation with NASA for thL ,urpose of evaluating the
potential that Seasat and related satellite data have for affecting the
decisiun processes that must routinely be made during offshore oil and gas
exploration, design, drilling, and production operations in ice and iceberg
Infested areas of the Labrador Sea. The ultimate benefits expected through
the use of these data include enhancement of human safety ar_d reduction of
costs or losses in current and future operations.
	
LA	 Petroleum and natural gas exploration permits have been issued
covering most of the offshore waters of the Canadian East Coast, and
	
L	 exploratory drilling has already been carried out off the Labrador coast.
The Labrador Sea test area is of interest to two Canadian companies: Total
-' Eastcan Exploration Ltd. and Esso Resources Canada Ltd. The Canadian
Surveillance Satellite (SURSAT) Project Office is the liaison for this
experiment with the two Canadian companies. The test area is shown in
Figure 1. Its boundaries are 45 to 65 degrees north latitude and up to 500
km (300 miles) offshore. 	 j
The experiment participants currently have environmental data
	
taken from buoys, aircraft and drillships operating in the Labrador Sea
	 {
I
test area that will be used to determine the applicability and benefit of
Seasat-type data for offshore oil and gas exploration in arctic operations
and environment. Since the Seasat satellite failed on 10 October 1978, any
further satellite data needed will. be obtained from Nimbus, and the data
products will be distributed by the Navy's Fleet Numerical Weather Central
(FNWC) in Monterey, California. This experiment ha¢ no real -time data
requirements, but the participants are interested in the real-time data
distribution system which will be evaluated. through Experiment Ito. 22 in,
cooperation with these Canadian companies.,?
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FIGURE 1. LABRADOR SEA TEST AREA
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(Summary of the Physical Environment
The ice pack is constantly moving under current and wind action,
and mainly consists of small to medium sized first-year ice floes with
icebergs and multiyear ice floes trapped in it. Because of their large
mass and high ultimate strength, multiyear floes and icebergs represent a
real problem for structure design and operations. The design of an
all-year production system requires knowledge of iceberg and multiyear flow
distribution with time. However, multiyear floes are difficult to detect
offshore (Labrador Sea) because of their small horizontal sizes (100 to 300
ft in diameter) and their low population.
The following is a description of some of the test area physical
characteristics:
Sea Ice	 - 'Freezeup in about December
Breakup in about July
Pack ice continuously moving
Mainly first-year ice
Presence of multiyear ice (pressure ridges)
Icebergs	 - Presence of icebergs all year round
Maximum frequency - February to August
Minimum frequency - November and December
Average size - about 1 million tons
J7
a
Sea State	 - The sea conditions are generally good from
breakup until September 15 and then they
progressively deteriorate to become very
bad in November and December
Currents	 - Main current is the Labrador current
parallel to the coast going south.
j
At this time, the environmental data recorded in this area are
"	 limited, and probably will remain so for the next few years.
f
r' Experiment Motivation l
Exploratory
	 drilling has	 already been	 carried	 out	 off the
Labrador coast by Total Eastcan Exploration Ltd. and further drilling is
planned.	 Esso Resources Canada Ltd. anticipates governmental approval for
a
t
drilling in the Davis Strait area in 1979. Exploratory drilling will be
^
3	 _ f
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carried out in the summer open=water season. The shortness of the summer
open-water -season makes the most efficient optimization of equipment
essential.
Operations will benefit from improved forecasting of.the onset of
ice breakup and ice formation, sea state conditions and detection of
icebergs. In the future, if oil is discovered in this-ares, production of
oil could possibly be undertaken on a'year-round basis. This would involve
navigation by ships in ice during the winter months. For this type of
.operation, all-weather and year-round coverage of ice conditions is
r required.
ObJectives/Purpose	 -
;t
s
The objective is to evaluate Seasat data as an aid to improving
exploration operations in the Labrador Sea area. 	 Results of the experiment
will be important to:
(1)	 Improve the forecast of freezeup and breakup
dates
(2)	 Provide historical data for winds, waves,
icebergs and ice cover
(3)	 Provide near-real-time information for improving
meteorological and wave forecasts
(4)	 Provide ice cover and iceberg information on a
near-real-time basis.
To date, only one tool has proven to be successful in detecting
multiyear
	
floes;	 that	 is	 airborne	 stereophotography,	 which	 is	 greatly
limited	 by weather	 conditions	 and	 ground	 swaths.	 Some	 remote	 sensing
f
systems (SAR,	 SLAB)	 have proven their ability to detect multiyear floes,
F. but this was in the Beaufort Sea where the size and population are greater.
Nevertheless,
	
some
	
of	 these	 instruments,	 specifically	 the	 SAR,	 may	 have
potential	 for	 estimating	 multiyear	 floe	 population	 on	 the	 East	 Coast
(Labrador Sea).	 It will be of great interest to test their capabilities in
the East Coast pack ice using first an airborne support. 	 If one of these
instruments proves to be successful, Seasat and related satellites could be
of great help in collecting data on multiyear floes.
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Approach
The Seasat satellite failed on 10 October 1978, having yielded 3
months of data which will be provided to the two Canadian companies in
non-real time in the form of Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) and Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data. The GDRs (primarily waves and winds) and SAR
imagery will be used in a case study to verify Seasat data with industry-
collected surface truth data for oceanographic, meteorologic and sea ice
monitoring and to assess the utility and benefits of Seasat data to
offshore exploration, drilling, design and production operations.
Atmospheric Environmental Services (AES) of Canada (ASVT Experiment No. 22)
will cooperate in providing forecasts using Seasat data for the Labrador
Sea participants. The industry participants will conduct special workshops
on data analysis and evaluation with other participants from Experiment
Nos. 1 and 22. Based on the results of comparison and analysis, assessment
will be made of the utility of Seasat-type data and their benefits to
offshore oil and gas exploration in arctic operations and environment.
Surface truth data on wind, wave, temperature, pressure and ice
cover (see the section on surface truth data for details) within the
existing or planned framework of operations and research programs were
collected by the companies involved. These data will be processed,
analyzed F.nd used for comparison with Seasat data that will be provided by
NASA, and with Nimbus and Convair 580 data to be provided by the SURSAT
office.
Real-time data from Seasat (obtained for Experiment No. 22) will
be used as input in hindsight to the regional forecasts that will be
provided by Atmospheric Environmental Services (AES) for the Labrador area
(Experiment No. 22) to obtain localized forecasts. These localized
forecasts will be evaluated against actual forecasts to determine the
degree of Seasat improvement in forecasting. The Seasat GDRs will also be
used for direct comparison with the surface truth data collected by
instrumented rigs or platforms and assessed for their accuracy and
contribution to building a historical data base that will be utilized to
improve offshore facilities design and operations.
6SAR and Nimbus imagery will be analyzed and compared with surface
truth data taken by Convair 580 and other photographic flights and visual
observations made by the industry. SAR imagery will then be evaluated for
providing ice information as to type, distribution and properties. SAR
data will also be evaluated against drill rig surface truth data and ice
surveys for their application to detecting and determining iceberg size,
position and tracks. Ultimately, and if SAR and SMMR types of imagery
appear to be able to provide the useful data to satisfy the objectives of
this experiment, the industry will be developing a real-time prediction
capability on freezeup and breakup, ice cover and icebergs. The results of
the analysis and evaluation will be documented in final reports and sub-
mitted to SURSAT and NASA, and- will be made available for public
dissemination.
Industry Data Requirements. Real-time data requirements will be
satisfied through Experiment No. 22 conducted by Atmospheric Environmental
Services. Non-real-time data will be required to carry out the objectives
of this experiment. NASA will provide the participating industries with
the following data:
(1) Seasat Geophysical Data Records (GDRs), including
altimeter	 (H 1 /3 ),	 scanning	 multifrequency
radiometer (SMMR) wind magnitude, Seasat-A
scatterometer system (SASS) wind magnitude and
direction, and SMR sea surface temperature.
(2) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery: three passes.
The SURSAT Office will provide the above companies with the following data:
(1) Pseudocolor images of observed brightness
temperature from Nimbus-7
(2) SAR and related data from Convair 580 aircraft flights.
The minimum accuracy required by the industry participants for
the altimeter data is +1 m. For the SASS data, the minimum accuracy
required is +3 to 5 m/sec for wind magnitude and +20° for wind direction.
All wave, wind speed and direction data collected are requested for the
following periods (in descending order of priority):
u
.t
:"R T'9^^..^ ""*7 ^ __:IFt^f''i.$,7 ice ... ^  4^ 	 Y..	 -	 ..
{[5r
7
• 20 September - 10 October 1978
i
r^ • 1 September - 19 September 1978
jttdd# • 1 August - 31 August 1978
• 1 July -	 31 July 1978.
Sea surface temperature data are also requested if an accuracy within 1°C
3 absolute is achieved.
Quality image
	
products are needed of three synthetic aperture
!U;
radar (SAR) passes:
• #180,Pass ID	 rev 793, on 8/21/78, with desired
t
SAR ground swath end points of 56.5°N latitude
tl on and 60.5°N latitude off
• Pass ID #205, rev 879, on 8/27 /78, with desired
SARK ground	 swath	 end	 points	 of	 54°N	 latitude
on and 58°N latitude off
• Pass ID #418, rev 1395, on 10 /2/78, with desired
SAR ground swath end 	 points
	
of	 61 .5°N	 latitude
1. on and 65.5°N latitude off.
Surface Truth Data. The operating companies have collected
environmental data from their drillships, buoys, and oceanographic ships.
The surface truth data available are presented in Tables 1 and 2, along
with specifics as to observation platform, instrumentation, observation
dates and frequency, and location.
Data Format and Communication Equipment
The format of the Seasat data products should be as follows:
(1) Tabular GDRs and 9-track computer-compatible
tape (CCT)
(2) Two copies of SAR imagery on film positives for
all passes and CCTs of 10 percent of imagery
(3) Two film positives and one negative of Nimbus
imagery
(4) Tabular data and imagery for Convair aircraft data.
Data should be shipped by mail to the companies involved.
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Reporting and Schedule
Guidelines for reporting the experiment results are given in the
f)
paragraphs below.
Progress Reports.
	
Battelle will submit periodic progress/status
reports to NASA HQ.	 It is expected that the experimenter will provide
inputs for these progress reports, but this is not a formal requirement.
Battelle will. provide the experimenter with copies of all such reports
submitted to NASA.
Final Report.	 A final report (one camera —resdy copy and four
?`bound copies) will be prepared by the experimenter upon completion of the
experiment, but not later than December 31, 	 1980.	 It is suggested that
this report be prepared for general dissemination in accordance with good
.1
reporting	 practice.
	
It	 may	 include
	
experiment	 objectives,	 experiment
11
description, techniques and procedures employed for the data analysis and ;I
assessment,
	
conclusions	 and	 recommendations.	 Also	 desirable	 is	 the
experimenter's assessment of the results in terms of:
(1)	 Potential contribution of the Seasat—type data
to the experimenter's future needs
(2)	 Characteristics of an operational satellite
system that are of importance to the users. fl
Also, an interim final report will be prepared and submitted to
the SURSAT Office with a copy to NASA by October 31, 1979.
Schedule.	 A planning schedule for this experiment in the
Labrador Sea is shown in Figure 2.
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GULF OF MEXICO PIPELINES
(ASVT EXPERIMENT 3)
NASA/AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENT PLAN
June 1978
AMENDMENT 1
MARCH 1979
1Y
EXPERIMENT SUMMARY	 1
ASVT EXPERIMENT: No. 3 	 i^
TITLE: Gulf of Mexico Pipelines)
EXPERIMENT REPRESENTATIMORGANIZATION: 	 (R. J, Simmons, Jr.) American Gas
	
Association, c/o United Gas Pipe Line Company, 2 Allen Center, P.O. Box 	 t
1478, Houston, Texas 77001. Telephone: (713) 237-4531.
COORDINATOR:
	
(A. George Mourad) Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, 505 Ring
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43201. Telephone: (614) 424-5097.	
.^
EXPERIMENT LOCATION: The test area includes the entire Gelf of Mexico from the
western Florida coast Co the Mexican border. 	
^.
OBJECTIVE/PURPOSE: To improve the design critsria for pipeline and correlate
the effect of Seasat and related satellite data with subsurface and ocean
bottom conditions, and to improve real-t1me prediction capability and the
accuracy of predicting severe storms.
APPROACH: This experiment will be conducted in taro parts. Part 1 involves
the conduct of a case study to evaluate the utility of Seasat-type data.
Documented times of significant weather episodes in the Gulf of Mexico dur-
ing the Summer of 1978 are available.- Seasat data will be used as input to
generate forecasts on selected days. These forecasts will then be compared
with the original forecasts generated at those times. in addition, Seasat
data will be compared with available surface 'ruth data, and determinations
will be made as to how effectively they can be used independently and/or
how these data can supplement existing measurements on the effects of waves
and severe storms on pipeline design and operatiora. Part 2 involves the
use and evaluation of the data distribution system using FNWC and Nimbus
data.
DATA REQUIREMENTS: Real -time data ► ;o include some Nimbus and FNWC analysis and
forecast products. Non-real-time data to include GDR records and three
SAR passes.
DATA FORMAT AND MOUENCY:	 Real-time data on tables and graphs/charts.
Non-real-time data except SAR on magnetic tapes, and imagery for SAR.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND DATA DELIVr.RY.	 A 1200-baud Vadic modem and
	
Tektronix terminal will be provided by AGA or its contractor in Houston for 	 p
	
the receipt of near-real-time data. NASA will pay for telephone line 	 .
communications costs.
	
SURFACE TRUTH DATA. Surface truth data from a barge were collected during the 	 _!
lie of Seasat. Other data have been requested by AGA from the operators
of offshore platforms.	 In addition, t	 rented for e casts and advisory	 '!
services are available.
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Gulf of Mexico Pipelines Experiment
The Gulf of Mexico experiment is being conducted by the American
Gas Association (AGA) in cooperation with NASA for the purpose of evaluat-
-ing the potential that Seasat and related satellite data have for affecting
the decision, processesthat must routinely be made during pipeline design
and operations. The ultimate benefits expected through the use of these
data include enchancement of human safety and reduction of costs or losses
in current and future pipeline laying and operations.
The Gulf, of Mexico is one of the major continental offshore U.S.
h areas for exploration, development and production of oil and gas. _The
American Gas Association is carrying out large-scale activities in the Gulf
of Mexico, at shown in Figure 1. AGA member companies which will be
actively involved in this experiment are: Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line
Company, Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America, Southern Natural Gas Com-
pany, Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, Texas Eastern Transmission -Cor-
poration, Texas Gas Transmission Corporation, Transcontinental Gas Pipe
Line Corporation, United Gas Pipe Line Company, Exxon Production Research.
Company, Florida Gas Transmission Company, Phillips Petroleum Company,
Shell Development Company, Trunkline Gas Company, and Columbia Gulf Trans-
mission Company. The primary test area will cover the offshore sector of
the northern Gulf of Mexico between 18 and 30 degrees north latitude, and
80 and 90 degrees west longitude.
Summary of the Physical Environment
The northern Gulf of Mexico is in a semitropic zone with ocean
weather dominated by extratropical conditions during the winter and spring
and tropical storms during the summer and fall. These storms, indepen-
dently or interacting with each other, produce the primary weather condi-
tions affecting the offshore and coastal areas of the northern Gulf. The
two major classes of enviromental systems which affect offshore oil and gas
exploration, production and transportation can be broadly termed non-storm
or storm conditions. Non-storm conditions primarily affect oil and gas
operations, while . storms most critically affect design criteria for
2I^
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FIGURE 1. GULF OF `IE\ICO TEST ARE A
offshore platforms, pipelines, an-1 riser systems. `;on —storm conditions
include winds, waves, swell, tides, ocean currents, air and water tem -
peratures, dew point, and barometric pressure. Storm conditions consist of
extratropical storm or cold fronts and tropical storms such as hurricanes.
Some soecit.'c effects encampass:
• Wind -- speed and direction are important for their effect on
wind/wave generatiin for offshore areas. Forecasts of changes
in wind speed and direction are critical to the wave forecast
problem.
• Ocean swell -- immediatel y preceding the arrival of a frontal
system, ocean swell frequently becomes quite large. Complex
sea states can result when locally generated wind waves
caused by squalls or frontal passage are superi;nposed.
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r Currents -- complex seas in conjunction with ocean currents
produce dynamic loadings for floating vessels, drilling
barges, or pipe-laying barges.
AGA currently has environmental data taken in 1978 on a pipelay-
ing barge and records of significant weather episodes that will be used to
determine the applicability and benefit of non-real-time Seasat data in
pipelaying design and offshore operations. With the failure of the Seasat
satellite on 10 October 1978, any near-real-time data provided by NASA from
then onward will be obtained from other satellites such as Nimbus, and the
data products will be distributed by the Navy's Fleet Numerical Weather
Central (FNWC) in Monterey, California. Consequently, the focus of future
work will be on establishing the viability of the real-time data dis-
tribution system.
Experiment Motivation
The predictability of the intensity, path, and speed of movement
of both extratropical and tropical storms is critically dependent upon
adequate measurements of oceanographic and meteorological parameters of the
north Gulf itself. Although there has been an improvement in forecast
capability, a critical need still ,exists for better definition of actual
environmental conditions which exist at a given time. The scarcity of off-
shore environmental data severely handicaps the prediction of expected en-
vironmental conditions even a few hours in advance, let alone for longer
range forecasts which are so economically important to offshore operations.
The inability to provide accurate storm intensity and path
predictions has frequently caused the early shutdown of offshore oil and
gas systems. Shutdowns have resulted in severe curtailments of critically
needed oil and gas supplies, reducing current revenue and causing increased
storage needs. Although many of the parameters of noncern under non-storm
conditions are also of concern during full hurricane conditions, their
influences are normally different.
Complicating the forecast problem is the fact that ocean currents
have multiple components, including general circulation, wind-driven, wave-
induced hydrographic, tidal, turbidity, and Coriolis effects on currents.
"7•^!!
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aAccurate interpretation of ocean current structure can be greatly augmented
,by adequate data concerning each of these components either obtained by
'direct measurement or inferred from surface water temperature measurements.
Air and water temperature also have a profound influence on fog
forecasting in the offshore environment. Since so many offshore operations
In the northern Gulf of Mexico are up to 150 miles from the closest shore
base, helicopter transportation is heavily utilized. When fog persists for
several days at a time disruption of offshore operations is subst4ntial.
Additionally, the safety of helicopter operations requires that if ,fog can
be anticipated, helicopter flights will not be attempted.
.ObJectives/Purpose
The overall objective of this experiment is to evaluate Seasat
Y' capability as an aid in establishing improved aesign criteria for offshore
--facilities (pipelines, plaeforms and gathering systems) as well as as-
sisting in more cost-effective Gil and gas operations. Specific objectives
are to.:;
(1) Validate sensor data by direct comparison with available
surface truth data in the C ulf of Mexico and assess their
usefulness for pipeline design and operations.
f
	
	
(2) Evaluate Seasat data input to meteorological forecasts by
comparison with existing forecasts.at
 that time.
(3) Evaluate the utility of a real—time data distribution system
for-future offshore operations.
Approach
The Seasat satellite failed on 10 October 1978, having yielded
over 3 months of data, which will be provided to AGA in non—real time in
the form of Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) and synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) data. The GDRs will be used in the AGA Seasat data evaluation case
study to validate sensor capability and evaluate the forecasting value of
the sensor data. Documented times of significant weather episodes in the
Gulf of Mexico during the Summer of 1978 are available for this experiment.
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,During that time, Vega Weather Service, Inc., was under contract to provide
AGA member companies with forecast and weather advisory services. Thus,
Vega has available detailed records. The Seasat GDRs will be used to
formulate forecasts on selected days where severe weather conditions ex-
isted in the Gulf of Mexico. These forecasts will then be compared with
existing records for that time. In addition, various platform operators
have been asked to provide any surface truth data they may have collected
during the life of Seasat. These data, as well as those that have already
been obtained O,r4ng the operation of pipelaying barges, will be used to
validate sensor accuracy and quality. Based on the results of comparison
and forecast evaluations, assessment will be made as to the utility of the
data and the potential benefits that could be obtained from a future oper-
ational satellite system.
Unfortunately, none of the available SAR passes cover hurricane
activities in the Gulf of Mexico ( the Summer of 1978 was a quiet one re-
garding hurricanes in this area). However, NASA will make available three
SAR passes obtained during periods of high winds and waves. These passes
will be compared with available surface truth data and will be utilized in
conjunction with other Seasat data to assess their overall contribution, if
any, for determining storm size, intensity and path for forecasting
purposes.
Available real -time or near-real-time data include FNWC products
and some Nimbus satellite data. These products and data will be utilized
and compared with meteorological forecasts and will be evaluated for their
applicability and potential benefits to various pipeline design and oper-
ations. It should be noted that, at this point in time, the main objective
in this area will be for AGA to evaluate the real-time data distribution
system (telephone lines, terminals, timeliness, etc.) rather than the ac-
curacy of the real-time data per se.
Industry Data Requirements. NASA will provide AGA with the fol-
lowing data:
(1) Seasat Geophysical Data Records (GDRs), including altimeter
01/3), scanning multifrequency microwave radiometer
(SMMR) wind magnitude, Seasat-A scatterometer system (SASS)
L'
wind	 magnitude
	
and	 direction,	 and	 SMMR	 sea	 surface
.-
temperature
s	 (2) ,_;Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery:	 three passes.
?"	 ^±	 (3) 'FNWC products, which include:
(a)	 Analysis	 products	 of wind,	 sea surface	 temperature,
^,.	 pressure
	 field at	 sea	 level,
	
500,	 700,	 and	 850	 mb
s -	 levels, H1 /3,	 primary wave - period and direction, and
r	 spectral wave data
(b) Forecasts products of pressure fields at above levels
and H113, primary wave period and direction
(c)	 A preferred forecast period of 24 hr.
The minimum accuracy required by AGA for the altimeter data is +1
m or 20 percent of the measured value.
	
For the SASS data, the minimum ac-^
curacy required is +4 m!sec (or 20 percent of the measured value) for wind
magnitude and +45 ° 	for wind
	 direction.	 AGA SMMR minimum accuracy re-+
-quirements	 for sea surface temperature data are +1°C
	
relative and +4°C .
absolute.	 In all cases, the time period of interest is from I July to 10
October 1978.	 However,­
-
the highest accuracy achievable from Seasat sensors
should be provided to AGA in order to ultimately determine their validity
for replacing or minimizing the collection of surface measurements.
AGA needs quality image products of SAR passes during periods of
high winds and waves in the Gulf of Mexico.	 For initial input, they have ,.
selected the following passes with desired SAR ground swath end points of !.
25°N latitude on and 31°N latitude off:
•	 Pass ID # 196, rev 838 on 8 /24/78
•	 Pass ID # 182, rev 795 on 8/21/78
e	 Pass ID #105, rev 551 on 8/4/78. ^.
Surface Truth Data. AGA currently has available environmental
data observed from semistationary work barges at several locations in the
Gulf of Mexico ( see Table 1). Data available from these barges include
wave heights, wind speed and direction, water depth and descriptions of the
state of the sea. A sample of the collected barge data is shown in Table
2. In addition, Vega Weather Service, Inc., has documented, for AGA, de-
tailed records of significant weather episodes in the Gulf of Mexico
7occurring during the period 1 July to 10 October 1978. Table 3 is a sum-
mary of these weather episodes, and presents detailed information on
weather forecasts and advisory services.
TABLE 1. INDEX SHOWING THE LOCATIONS OF
SFMISTATIONARY WORK BARGES
Brazos Area - Offshore, Texas
South Marsh Island Area (S.M.I.) - Offshore, Louisiana
West Cameron (W.C.) - Offshore, Louisiana
Vermilion (V. or Verm.)
Galveston Area (Gale.) - Offshore, Texas
High Island (R.I.) - Offshore, Louisiana and Texas
East Cameron Area (E.C.) - Offshore, Louisiana
Eugene Island Area (E.I.) - Offshore, Louisiana
Ship Shoal (S.S.) - Offshore, Louisiana
Data Format and Communication Equipment
The format of the Seasat data products should be as follows:
(1) Tabular and graphic GDR data
(2) Two copies of SRR imagery on film positives.
The FNWC products should be in tabular and graphics formats with
isopleths, coordinates and land masses identified. Contour intervals will
be standard available formats. Mercator is the preferred map projection
for presentation of FNWC products.
Real-time data will be transmitted by FNWC to the user in Houston
upon callup by the user, once per day between the hours of 8 and S Central
Daylight Time. Non-real-time data specified above should be provided by
mail on 9-track computer compatible tapes (CCT), and the imagery should be
provided on film positives and CCTs of 10 percent of the imagery.
Two 1200-baud Vadic modem and Tektronix terminals or equivalent
will be provided by AGA or its contractor for receipt of near-real-time
data. NASA will pay for the cost of telephone data transmission lines and
for shipment of non-real-time data to the user in Houston.
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT WEATHER EPISODES IN THE
GULF OF MEXICO FROM 1 JULY-10 OCTOBER 1978
DATE	 LOCATION	 REMARKS
21-22 JULY	 NW GULF
	 UPPER LEVEL DISTURBANCE GENERATED
NUMEROUS THUNDERSTORMS WITH
INCREASES IN WINDS AND WAVES
29731 JULY	 TX COAST	 TROPICAL SHOWER ZONE SW GULF,
SOUTH OF CORPUS
	
DEVELOPED INTO TROPICAL STORM
CHRISTI	 AMELIA
5-8 AUG
	
CENTRAL CULF	 TROPICAL SHOWER ZONE IN THE CENTRAL
TEXAS COAST	 GULF DEVELOPED INTO TROPICAL
STORM BESS
26-28 AUG	 -DITTO-	 TROPICAL STOM DEBRA
12-13 SEPT	 NW GULF	 NUMEROUS TROPICAL THUNDERSTORMS
WITH INCREASES IN WINDS AND SEAS
7 OCT	 -DITTO-	 STRONG NEW WINDS, ROUGH SEAS
5-6 SEPT	 GOOD EXAMPLE OF A "QUIET" PERIOD
..^
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Reporting and Schedule 	
H
Guidelines for reporting the experiment results are given in the
paragraphs that follow.
Progress Reports. Battelle will submit periodic progress/status
reports to NASA HQ. It is expected that the experimenter will provide
inputs for these progress reports, but this is not a formal requirement.
Battelle will provide the experimenter with copies of all such reports sub-	
^C
mitted to NASA HQ.
Final Report. A final report (one camera-ready copy and four
bound copies) will be prepared by the experimenter upon completion of the
experiment, but not later than December 31, 1980. It is suggested that t,
this report be prepared for general dissemination in accordance with good
reporting practice. It may include experiment objectives, experiment de-
scription, techniques and procedures employed for the data analysis and as- 	 ► '
sessment, conclusions, and recommendations. Also desirable is the ex-
perimenter ' s assessment of the results in terms of:
(1) Potential contribution of Seasat -type data to t
the experimenter ' s future needs
(2) Characteristics of an operational satellite
system that is of importance to the users.
Schedule. A planning schedule for this experiment in the Gulf of
Mexico is shown in Figure 2.
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NASA/CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENT PLAN
June 1978
AMENDMENT
MARCH 1979
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications
Washington, D. C. 20546
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EXPERIMENT SUMMARY
ASVT EXPERIMENT: No. 4
TITLE: U.S. East Coast Offshore Oil and Gas
EXPERIMENT REPRESENTATIVE /ORGANIZATION:	 CONOCO (Frank Rose), P.O. Box
Houston, TZ 77001. Ta ep one: (713) 965.2614.
COORDINATOR: (A. George Mourad) Battelle ' s Columbus Laboratories, 505 King
Avenue, Columbus, OR 43201. Telephone: (614) 424-5097
EXPERIMENT LOCATION: The area of the North Atlantic between 25' -45'N and
SO-W to t e U.S. coast.
OBJECTIVE/PURPOSE: To compare Seasat and related satellite data with in
situ measured data and to determine the applicability and benefit of
Seasat and related data for establishing design and operational
criteria for offshore facilities and for real -time input to
oceanographic-meteorological forecasts.
APPROACH: The Seasat and related data to be provided by NASA will be
compared by CONOCO with the surface truth data taken during the test
period by instrumented drill rigs. Based on these comparisons, the
data will be assessed in terms of applicability to development of
long-term data bases for structural design and operations, as well as
benefits derived from upgrading forecasts.
DATA REQUIREMENTS: Real-time data to include some Nimbus and FNWC products
and forecasts. Non-real-time data to include ( 1) four SAR passes and
(2) Seasat GDR observations within a 100-km radius of the drillling
unit.
DATA FORMAT AND FREQUENCY: Real-time data in tables, charts and graphs
whenever available. Non-real-time data, except SAR, on magnetic tapes
and imagery for SAR, either transparencies or positives.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND DATA DELIVERY: A 1200-baud modem and graphics
display terminal will be provided by CONOCO or its contractor in
Houston for the receipt of charts. NASA will pay for the telephone
line communications cost.
RFACE TRUTH DATA: CONOCO, as operator for the East Coast Rig
Instrumentation Program (SCRIP), will provide surface truth data, from
an instrumented drilling vessel, on waves ( height and period), wind
speed and direction, air and sea surface temperature, and barometric
pressure.	 Also, meteorological observations may be available, if
needed, from drill rigs of other SCRIP participants.
I
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U S. East Coast Offshore 011 and Gas Experiment
This experiment is being conducted by the Continental Oil Company
(CONOCO) in cooperation with NASA for the purpose of evaluating the potan-
}	 tial that Seasat and related satellite data have for affecting the decision
,I
processes that must routinely be made during offshore oil and gas explore-
tion and production. The ultimate benefits expected through the use of
these data include enhancement of human safety and reduction of costs or
losses in current and future operations.
The U.S. East Coast can be considered a frontier area in terms of
offshore oil and gas exploration and possible production. The area is of
interest to CONOCO as operator for the E&at Coast Rig Instrumentation
Program (ECRIP), a point industry oceanographic/meteorological data col-
t	
lection effort. Three general areas offer potential for development: the
Georges Bank, Baltimore Canyon and the Georgian Embaymeat (see Figure 1).
1	 The Baltimore Canyon currently is the primary area of interest, with ex-
ploration activities presently under -day in that area.	 Oceanographic/
meteorological data will be required for determination of operational and
design criteria. The region of primary interest will be bounded by
37°30'N-40 °N latitude and 70 °-73°W longitude and will be the test area for
direct comparison of Seasat and related data with the drilling unit data.
Howevf,; ^-, for use of Seasat data as input for forecasting, a larger area
bounded by 25°-45 °N and 50°W to the U.S. coastline is required.
j	 CONOCO has environmental data taken in 1978 off the U.S. East
i
Coast to determine the applicability and benefit of Seasat data for
1 establishing design and operational criteria for offshore facilities. With
the failure of the Seasat satellite on 10 October 1978, any real-time data
provided by NASA from then onward will be obtained from other satellites
such as Nimbus and the data products will be distributed by the Navy's
Fleet Numerical Weather Central (FNWC) in Monterey, California.
Consequently, the focus of future work will be on establishing the
d	
viability of the real-time data distribution system.
i
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FIGURE 1. U.S. EAST COAST TEST AREA
Summary of the Physical Environment.
The U.S. East Coast is characteristically a .region of cyclo-
genesis (initial storm development). The general pattern of major tropical
.and subtropical storm growth and movement originally develops in the lower
latitudes and eventLally grows as it passes into the higher latitudes.
More specifically, the test area.can be affected by severe winter storms as
well as hurricanes. Within the test. area, westerly winds dominate during
the winter and southwesterly winds dominate during the summer. Local waves
produced by these winds closely follow the same directional distributions
as those found for the winds. Tidal range will, in general, be less than 5
feet, with maximum associated tidal currents rarely exceeding 2 to 3 ft per
sec. Water depths within the oil and gas development area of the Baltimore
Canyon will vary from 100 to 600 feet.
Ezvoriment Motivation
The U.S. East Coast is an environmentally sensitive region for oil and
gas development. If-structural design and operational criteria are not to
be unnecessarily conservative, then these criteria must be based on quality
data obtained in a timely manner. Conventional data collection efforts
narmally concentrate on point measurement of data. Results of the measure-
ments are often extrapolated to other regions by various modeling tech-
niques. A basic instrumentation program to measure such parameters as
wind, wave, current, tide and temperature with a real-time capability can
easily cost hundreds of thousands of dollars per year per location. If the
satellite sensor data are accurate, then they can be used to support data
'from in situ stations, if not eliminate the need for some of these
stations.
Forecasting for marine operations along the East Coast will be a
necessity. Severe winter storm activity and hurricanes could cause consid-
erable downtime, and the ability to forecast these phenomena as accurately
as possible will be desirable. Real-time measured data during these severe
events play an important role in forecasting methodologies. However, it is
usually during periods of severe weather that conventional instrumentation
is most likely to fail. If the sensor data perform as specified and more
reliable forecasts result within the test area, downtime due to waiting on
weather could be reduced.
Objectives/Purpose
The objectives of the experiment proposed for the U.S. East boast
test area are threefold:
(1) Validation of sensor data- -direct comparison between
Seasat and surface truth data will be undertaken using data
from instrumented drilling units and buoys.
(2) Determination of the applicability and benefit of Seasat
data for establishing design and operational criteria for
offshore facilities.
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4(3) Determination of the applicability and benefit of a Seasat-
type real-time data distribution system in oceanographic-
7 A
	
-meteorological for®aWs related to offshore operations.
Approach
The Seasat satellite failed on 10 October 1978, having yielded 3
months of data which will be provided to CONOCO in non-real time in the
form of Geophyrizz.: Data Records (GDRs) and synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
data. The GDR: will be used in CONOCO's Seasat data - evaluation case study
to validate sensor capability and evaluate the forecasting value of the
sensor data.
CONOCO, program administrator of SCRIP, will collect envirocr'
mental data suitable for forecasting and hindcast calibrations (see the
section on surface truth data for details). All usable Seasat data within
a 100-km radius of the instrumented drill rig or buoy will be obtained from
NASA and will be used for direct comparison with the surface truth data.
To make valid comparisons with the point values provided by the
instrumented rig, it will be necessary to interpolate, extrapolate and
interpret Seasat data, which represent average values and cover a large
areal extent.
Seasat data along with simultaneous in situ measured values of
surface truth parameters will be plotted to give visual comparisons. Re-
gression analysis of these data pairs will be performed to obtain estimates
of bias and standard deviation in the comparison. Additional statistical
procedures, if warranted, because of the limited data base, will be under-
taken for further analysis of the comparison. With due consideration to
probable errors associated with in situ measurements, the data will then be
assessed in terms of applicability to establishing design and operational
^a
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criteria as well as benefits derived from upgrading forecasts. CONOCO
would prefer that NASA vrovide data . to be used for direct comparison in
magnetic tape form.
L!	 Unfortunately, none of the available SAR passes cover hurricane
activities in the areas of interest, but NASA will make available four SAR
passes obtained during periods of high winds 	 and waves.	 The SAR passes
obtained from NASA during high storm activities will be compared with the
Csurface truth data to validate sensor capability.	 , Assessment will then be
made of the utility of the SAR images for measuring ocean parameters such
as wave directional characteristics.	 In addition, examination of SAR data
will be made for determining storm size,	 intensity and path	 for fore-
casting purposes.
Available real-time or near-real-time data include FNWC products
and some Nimbus satellite data.	 The near-real-time satellite data and FNWC
products may be utilized as real-time input to oceanographic and meteoro-
logical forecasts and will be evaluated for their applicability and poten-
tial benefits	 to various offshore oil and gas operations. 	 It should be
noted that, at this point in time, the main objective in this area will be
for CONOCO to evaluate the real-time data distribution system (telephone
i
lines, terminals, etc.) rather than the accuracy of the real -time data per
se.	 The results of such analysis and evaluation, as well as recommenda-
tions concerning future operational systems, will be documented in a final
report to be furnished to NASA.
Industry Data Requirements. NASA will provide CONOCO with the
following data:
(1) Seasat Geophysica l Data Records (GDRs), including altimeter
(H1/3), scanning multifrequency microwave radiometer
(SM) wind magnitude, Seasat-A scatterometer system (SASS)
wind magnitude and direction, and SMMR sea surface
temperature.
(2) Synthetic aperture radar ( SAR) imagery: 4 passes.
-^r^_	
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(.3)	 FNWC products, which include:
(a)	 Analysis	 products	 of	 wind,	 air	 and	 sea	 surface f
tem eratur^	 pressure
	 field	 at	 sea	 level	 HP	 ^	 P	 .	 I/3,
primary wave period and direction, and spectral data E;
o
(b)	 Forecast	 products	 of	 pressure	 field	 at	 sea
level,	 wind	 speed	 and	 direction,	 H 1 /3,	 primary	 wave
period and direction, and spectral data
(c)	 Observation files of sea level	 pressure	 every 6	 hr,
and sea surface temperature (SST) every 12 hr
(d)	 Two	 forecast	 periods	 (12	 and	 24	 hr)	 are	 required,
with priority for the 12-hr period.
(4)	 Nimbus data of wind and SST. sl
The minimum accuracy required by CONOCO for the altimeter data is
+1.5 m or 30 percent of the measured value.
	 For the SASS data, the minimum
accuracy required is +6 m/sec (or 30 percent of 	 the measured value)
	 for
wind magnitude and +60° for wind direction.
	 CONOCO's SMMR minimum accuracy
_requirements for sea surface temperature data are +1°C relative and +4°C
absolute.
	
However,
	 the highest accuracy achievable
	 from Seasat	 sensors
should be provided to CONOCO in order to ultimately determine their viabil-
ity for replacing or minimizing the collection of surface measurements.
	 In F
all cases, the time period of interest is from 1 July to 10 October 1978.
1?
CONOCO needs quality image products of synthetic aperture radar
(SAR)	 passes	 during	 periods
	 of	 high
	 winds	 in the Baltimore Canyon area
F;
(38-40°N latitude and 286-288°E longitude).
	 For initial input,	 they have
selected the following passes (listed in order of priority),
	 with desired
SAR ground swath end points of 37°N latitude on and WN latitude off:* i
•	 Pass ID #379, rev 1318, on 9/27/78 t
•	 Pass ID #402, rev 1361, on 9/30/78
e	 Pass ID #327, rev 1232, on 9/21/78
e	 Pass ID #353, rev 1275, on 9/24/78.
*:he first three passes are on the NASA highest priority list for
	 Rl
processing; the fourth pass has been requested by the experimenter,
and NASA will consider processing it on a non-priority basis.
.t
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Surface Truth Data. An industry program is under way for instru-
menting UsS. East Coast drilling vessels. The purpose of this effort is to
supply offshore environmental data for forecasting and hindcast calibra-
tions within the East Coast area. Real-time measured data are being
obtained by limited on-board processing, while more detailed analysis of
the data is being performed on shore. Parameters to be measured are
included in Table 1. CONOCO, as administrator of this project, has
recommended and the Program Advisory Committee has agreed to release data
collected from this program for verification of Seasat data. Observed
meteorological data from other rigs may also be collected and compared.
Data listed in Table 1, with the exception of sea surface temperatures,
will be transmitted via the GOES satellite to NOAA in Suitland, Maryland.
Particulars as to instrumentation, observation dates and frequency are
presented in Table 2.
Observed or measured environmental data from drilling vessels are
currently available at a number of sites in the Baltimore Canyon for the
period July to October 1978. Data available from these locations include
wave height, period and direction; sea surface temperature; wind speed and
direction; surface current speed and direction; and barometric pressure, 	
sM
dew point and dry bulb air.
An itemized accounting of the various instrumented rig parameters
is contained in Table 3, which not only provides a description as to how
these parameters are obtained on board ship, but also gives further details
as to the frequency of 'observation, estimated accuracy and other pertinent
u
u
G
fi
L
L
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.^^ ^^'^` •	 TABLE	 1. SURFACE TRUTH DATA TO BE PROVIDED BY INDUSTRY j
Parameter Sampling Interval Data Product{
Water surface Continuous - 1 sec Significant wave height
profile interval Maximum wave height
Significant period
Maximum period
Wave height spectra ±.
Wind speed and Continuous - 3 sec Average 3-hr wind speed ^l
direction interval and direction
Average 1-hr wind speed
and direction j
Average 1-min wind speed 4r
and direction
Average 3-sec wind speed
and direction
Air temper-	 1 sample/20 min	 air temperature time
ature	 history
Sea surface	 1 sample / 20 min	 Sea surface temperature
temperature	 time history
Barometric	 1 sample/20 min	 Pressure time history
pressure
Data Format and Communication Equipment
The format of the Seasat data products should be as follows:
(1) Tabular and graphic GDR data on 9-track tapes readable on an
IBM 370 /158 system.
(2) Two copies of SAR imagery on film transparencies or posi-
tives for all passes and computer-compatible tape (CCT)
readable on an IBM 370/158 system of 10 percent of the
I
imagery.
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The FNWC product format should be In graphics with isopleths and
coordinates identified. Contour intervals will be standard available
formats. Mercator is the preferred map projection for presentation of FNWC
products.
Real-time data will be transmitted by FNWC to CONOCO or its con-
tractor in Houston upon callup by the user, at 6-hr intervals starting at 0
hr Central Time.
Non-real-time data for GDRs (specified above) should be collected
on 9-track tapes or in tabular form within a 100-km radius of the instru-
mented rig or buoys and sent to CONOCO by mail. SAR imagery films are to
be mailed after they have been processed.
A 1200-baud Vadic modem and Tektronix terminal or equivalent will
be provided by CONOCO and/or its contractor in Houston for the receipt of
the near-real-time data. NASA will pay for the cost of telephone data
transmission lines and for shipment of non-real-time data to the user.
Reporting and Schedule
Guidelines for reporting the experiment results are given in the
paragraphs below.
Progress Reports. Battelle will submit periodic progress/status
reports to NASA HQ. It is expected that the experimenter will provide
inputs for these progress reports, but this is not a formal requirement.
Battelle will provide the experimenter with copies of all such reports sub-
mitted to NASA.
Final Refit. A final report (one camera-ready copy and four
bound copies) will be prepared by the experimenter upon completion of the
experiment, but not later than December 31, 1980. It is suggested that
this report be prepared in accordance with good reporting practice. It may
include experiment objectives, experiment description, techniques and
l.. i	 •
ll	 "
.J
TABLE 3. DEFINITION OF INSTRUMENTED RIG PARAMETERS
Lill	
NTL 78-5 Item A-1-a
All wind speeds will be adjusted to standard 10-meter anemometer height
through use of a wind profile power law which will produce reasonably
accurate results and is an accepted technique used by many meteoro-
logists. The power law to be used is of the form:
l
le
WuUwi_i/
^-•	 where
Wu is the wind speed at the upper height, Zu,
Wg is the wind speed at the lower height., Z^,
and
e is the power law exponent.
A value of e - 0.14 will be used for the wind speed adjustment.
All wind speeds will be reported in units of knots.
Average Wind Speed: The average wind speed, in knots, will be
determined as the scaler average of the 3-second wind speeds
measured during the 20-minute period immediately preceding
the 6-hour reporting interval.
'	 average Wind Direction: The average wind direction, in degrees
true, will be determined as the vector average of the 3-second
wind vector velocities measured during the 10-minute period
I	 immediately preceding the 6-hour reporting interval.
i
Maximum Wind Speed: The maximum wind speed, in knots, will be
determined as the maximum 1-minute scaler average of 3-second
values obtained each minute during the 20-minute period
immediately preceding the 6-hour reporting interval.
Maximum Wind Direction: The maximum wind direction, in degrees true,
will be determined as the resultant direction of the 1-minute vector
average of the 3-second wind velocities corresponding to the same
1-minute-interval used to determine the maximum wind speed.
t
Peak Gust Wind Speed: The peak gust speed, in knots, will be deter-
mined as the maximum 3-second sample value measured during the 20-
^'	 minute period immediately preceding the 6 -hour reporting interval.
r
Peak Gust Direction: The peak gust direction, in degrees true,
'	 will be determined as the measured direction of the 3-second sample
value corresponding to the 3-second peak gust wind speed.
I
F,
12W.
TABLE 3 . (Continued)
VIM 78-5 Item A-1-b
Barometric Pressure: The barometric pressure, in millibars, will be
determined from the sample point measured immediately preceding the
6-hour reporting interval.
NTL 78-5 Item A-e
Dry-Bulb Air Temperature: The dry-bulb air temperature, in degrees
Fahrenheit, will be determined from the sample point measured imme-
diately preceding the 6-hour reporting interval.
Dew Point: The dew point, temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit, will
be determined from the sample point measured immediately preceding
the 6-hour reporting interval.
NTL 78 -5 Item A-1- f
Wave Height: The computation of significant wave height, in feet,
will utilize the 1024 sample points (one point per second) immediately
preceding the 6-hour reporting interval and will be determined as the
average height of the highest one-third zero up-crossing waves.
Wave Period: The computation of significant wave period will utilize
the 1024 sample point immediately preceding the 6-hour reporting
interval and will correspond to the average period of the highest one-
third waves which were used to determine the significant wave height.
Wave Direction: Observed (by human sight) estimate of wave direction
as determined immediately prior to the 6-hour reporting interval.
NTL 78-5 Item A-1- g
Surface Current Speed: Surface current speed, in knots, will be
determined by the vector average speed over the 15-minute period
immediately preceding the 6-hour reporting interval.
Surface Current Direction: Surface current direction, in degrees true,
will be determined by the vector average direction over the 15-minute
period immediately preceding the 6-hour reporting interval.
\"TL A -5 Item A-1- c
Surface Mater Temperature: Surface water temperature, in degrees
Fahrenheit, will be determined from the sample point measured
immediately preceding the b-hour reporting interval.
1!	 ^
t'
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procedures employed for the data analysis and assessment, conclusions and
recommendations. Also desirable is the experimenter ' s assessment of the
results in terms of:
(1) Potential contribution of Seasat-type data to the
experimenter's future needs
(2) Characteristics of an operational satellite system
that are of importance to the users.
Schedule. A planning schedule for this experiment off the U.S.
East Coast is shown in Figure 2.
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WORLDWIDE OFFSHORE DRILLING AND
PRODUCTION OPERATIONS
(ASVT EXPERIMENT 5)
NASA/GETTY OIL COMPANY
COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENT PLAN
June 1978
AMENDMENT 1
MARCH 1979
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications
Washington, D. C. 20546
EXPERD1ENT SUMMARY
ASVT EXPERIMENT: No. 5
:.-'TITLE: Worldwide Offshore Drilling and Production Operations
EXPERIMENT REPRESENTATIVE/ORGANIZATION: (H. DeMirjian/P. Wybro) Getty Oil Co.,
3903 Stoney Brook Drive, Houston, TX 77063. Telephone: (713) 782-7172.
COORDINATOR:	 (A George Mourad) Battelle ' s Columbus Laboratories, 505 King
Avenue, Columbus, OH 43201. Telephone: ( 614) 424-5097.
EXPERIMENT LOCATION: There are nine prospective areas of interest; two of these
areas are currently available as experiment locations with suitable sur-
face truth data, and "t is anticipated that others will become available
over the years. Theo.: areas are ( 1) Ibiza Marino (Spain), (2) Strait of
Ontranto, (3) Offshore West Africa, (4) Northwest Australia, ( 5) U.S. East
Coast, (6) Curacao, (7.) Argentina, (8) Tunisia, and (9) Norway.
OBJECTIVE /PURPOSE:	 To assess the utility of Seasat and related data for
offshore oil and gas drilling and production operations.
APPROACH: Seasat and :elated data will be obtained from NASA and utilized by
M	 he companies o p erating in the test area. The data will be archived.
F^ iniciating a long-term data base on environmental conditions most favorable
for planning and designing of operations and equipment. During operations,
uy long-range forecasts will be utilized to minimize damage or interference of
operations or equipment by unexpected environmental conditions. Seasar
date will be c(,mpared with the surface truth data obtained in areas (1) and
r
	
	 (2) above to (1) validate sensor capability, (2) evaluate forecasts (with
Seasat input) with previously established forecasts generated by Getty and
-_,
	
	 (3) de amine potential benefits that can be accrued from a Seasat-type
operational satellite system.
DA" UQUIREMENI S
 : Seasat GDR observations and SAR imagery, FNWC prouucts and
x`	 forecasts, and Nio:bus data.
DAT._ FORMAT AND FRS2UENCY: FNWC . real-time data in tables, charts and graphs
whenever available. Non-real-time data in hard copy or tape format.com -
patli ble with UNIVAC 90/30 computer.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND DATA DELIVERY: 	 A 1200-baud Vadic modem and
Tektronix termi:i.-'. will be provided by Getty (Houston) for the receipt of
dzta directly from FN'4C. NASA will pay for the telephone line cocamunica-
tions cost.
URFACE TRUTH DATA:	 Getty colle—e3 surface tru^h data for areas (1) and
(2) above duri, ,g the life deasat on sea and air temperature, waves
(height, period xrC direction) , ;'wind speed . and direction and current speed
and direc 'ion.
'.s
)t
kj
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Worldwide Offshore Drilling and
^.	 Production Operations Experiment
This experiment is being conducted by Getty Oil Company in
-cooperation with NASA for the purpose of evaluating the potential that
^Y Seasat and related satellite data have for affecting the decision processes
that must routinely be made during their offshore drilling and production
operations. Over the various ocean areas of the world, there are several
test sites of potential interest to Getty. The remoteness of these areas
has made the gathering of environmental data difficult, and the resulting
lack of data has left drilling operations often unprepared for oncoming
severe - weather. The use of Seasat-type and related data to monitor lortal
environmental conditions could not only reduce operator expenses but also
contribute greatly to the safety of the drilling operations.
Getty Oil Company is currently operating or planning operations
in nine areas worldwide, and has established the following priorities for
these offshore test sites: 	 (1) Ibiza Marino (Spain), (2) the Strait of
1 ?
	
Ontranto (Italy), (3) West Africa, (4) Northwest Australia, (5) U. S. East
i
	
	
Coast, (6) Curacao, (7) Argentina, (8) Norway and (9) Tunisia. Getty will
normally serve as operator of a drilling vessel in these areas under a
joint venture enterprise. 	 The prospective partners for each area of
interest are listed in Table 1. Specific sites cannot be defined at this
i
	
	 time but would be defined approximately 2 to 6 months prior to drilling in
the areas of interest described in Table 1. Operations in a specific area
+
	
	
will likely continue for a minimum of 3 months. The approximate areas of
interest are shown in Figure 1.
?-' It should be noted that with the failure of the Seasat satellite
on 10 October 1978, any real-time or near-real-time data provided from then
onward will be obtained from ether satellites such as Nimbus, and the data
products will be distributed by the Navy's Fleet Numerical Weather Central
' (FNWC) in Monterey, California. Consequently, the focus of future work
using real-time data will be on establishing the viability of the data
distribution 'system.
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4Summary of the Physical Environment
The environmental conditions (both averages and extremes) vary
for each test site. Typical conditions for each of the future sites, are
delineated in the paragraphs that follow.
Offshore West Africa. The weather in this area is generally less
severe than in other areas cf the world, but past operations have been
hampered by unexpectedly large sea states and severe weather conditions.
Northwest Australia. The hurricane season during January through
March (and diminishing through May) produces intense storms in the Timor
Sea which move southwest through this area. Typical weather and sea state
conditions in this area aie not severe, although winds in excess of 35
knots associated with local disturbances are not uncommon.
Offshore U. S. East Coast. During winter and spring, weather
systems are dominated by extratropical systems, and in the northern
portions of the east coast, severe low pressure systems are likely.
Tropical stoma systems may be present in the summer and fall.
Curacao. In this area, offshore environmental conditions are
generally mild, with the exception of the hurricane threat during the
period July through October. During winter and spring, winds in excess of
35 knots and.seas in excess of 12 ft occur on an infrequent basis.
Argentina. During the period June through August, local storm
	
systems called "Pamperus" increase in frequency and intensity, commonly	
7
	
producing winds in excess of 0 knots and seas in excess of 15 ft. During 	 {
the spring, cold season cyclones affect the weather system.
	
Norway. North Sea operations have frequently been hampered by	 t
severe weather and sea states, particularly during the period October
	
-through March. During this , period, low pressure systems move across the 	 r, ;
Y
..	
'•r.'•,ea'w• 7
	
.r _<,-^a,	 ,^..	 , .^.^, P,	 wty.
t
Atlantic and grow in intensity. Winds in excess of 60 knots are common for
these storm systems. Recommended maximum design wave heights for 100 year
recurrence intervals in this area are typically 30 meters. From July
through September, local disturbances are common, but are not as severe as
the winter low pressure systems.
A
r
Tunisia. Offshore Tunisia sea and weather conditions are
characterized by 6-ft average wave heights and about 15-knot wind speeds.
However, during storm conditions, waves in excess of 30 ft and wind speeds
exceeding 50 knots occur about 2 percent of the year. It is important to
anticipate the occurrence of such storms so that appropriate action can be
taken and the risk of severe problems for operations can be reduced.
Spain.	 Offshore Spain climate conditions are somewhat less
severe than those of Tunisia.	 Nevertheless, storm conditions and occur-
rences need to be known in advance.	 Average waves of 4 ft and a 12-knot
wind speed are the mean for the year. 	 Extreme storm conditions, typically
i 20-ft waves and a 50-knot wind	 speed, occur about l percent of the year (3
to 4 days per year).
Experiment Motivation
Getty and its potential partners have substantial financial
I: interest in conducting the most efficient drilling operations possible in
j the designated areas. 	 Operations are often conducted in remote locations
r where very little, if any, environmental data are available.	 If these data
were available during 	 the planning stage, 	 operations	 could be organized
Y T44 ^ either to take better advantage of good weather or to prepare 	 for more
t
severe weather.
F
f.
During operations, local environmental conditions are monitored
s and ship response is properly compensated.	 Several environmental condi-
tions
	
which	 originate	 great	 distances	 from	 the	 area	 of	 operations,	 and
4 which	 travel	 quickly	 into	 the	 area of	 operations,	 may	 not	 be	 detected
i sufficiently ahead of	 time	 to	 reduce	 the drillship's vulnerability - to
,i
t
i	 '
it
^i
6
movement. Severe tropical or subtropical storms and hurricanes, tidal
waves, or tsunamis would be examples of environmental conditions which
could yield substantial financial losses as well as affect the safety of
the operation. Early warning of these conditions is sought.
Objectives/Purpose
The overall objective is to conduce drilling and, later, produc-
tion operations in the most efficient, cost-effective manner. The specific
objective of this experiment is to asses the utility of Seasat and related
data for offshore hydrocarbon drilling and production operations.
Approach
The Seasat satellite failed on 10 October 1978, having yielded
over 90 days of data which will be provided to Getty in non-real time in
the form of Geophysical Data Records ( GDR's) and synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) data. The GDR ' s will be used in Getty's Seasat data evaluation case
e
study to:
(1) Validate sensor capability in company with surface truth
(2) Evaluate the forecasting value of the sensor data by com-
paring them with forecasting reports previously generated by
Getty
(3) Assess the use of Seasat data in design (build an environ-
mental data base).
Getty has no special SAR requirements for this experiment, since there were
no data taken in the operating areas, and will be satisfied with copies of
the SAR data provided to other experimenters for the offshore U. S. East
Coast, Gulf of Mexico or the Beaufort Sea. Getty will then work with SAR
data provided to become familiar with their use.
Estimates of expected winds, waves, and currents will be made for
both the short term (for drilling operations) and long term (for pro-
duction or other extended operations). The short-term forecasts are neces-
sary to minimize damage or interference of operations due to unexpected
i
^l	 ^
JV
_ 3
l.'
^environmental conditions, wherexa the long- term estimates provide a basis
for design or equipment salectioc for extended operations. 	 Real-time data
9 (from FNWG) will be used for shorg-term forecasts; by appropriate selec-
tion, prressing and archiving of
	
these data, a long-term data base will r;
be initiated aud 'will be coupled with existing historical data, if any.
E : Available real-time data include FNWC products and some Nimbus
a	 i
g
satellite data.	 The real-time data obtained from FNWC will be processed
and archived; at appropriate times these data will be compared to the dril-
lship data (see section on surface truth data).
	 A preliminary plan for the
data processing, archiving and analysis scheme is shown in Figure 2. 	 Data
I
sets DS1 and DS2 will be compared at the conclusion of each drillship oper-
ation, or as available.	 At this point in time, the main objective in this
area will be for Getty to evaluate the real-time data distribution system =°i
(telephone lines, 	 terminals,	 etc.) rather than the accuracy of the real-
	
a
time data per se. r.^
i Industrq Data Requirements.	 NASA will provide Getty Oil Company
with the following data:
(1)	 Seasat Geophysical Data Records ( GDRs), includI4 altlneter	 _.
(H1/3),	 scanning	 multifrequency	 n:crowave	 ' .radiometer
(SMMR) wind magnitude, Seasat-A scatterometer system .(SASS) ^.}
wind magnitude, and SMMR sea surface temperature.
(2)	 FNWC products, which incl-ide:
t
1
(a)	 Analysis products of marine winds (magnitude and direc-
tion); sea surface temperature ( SST); atmospheric pres-
sure at sea level, 500, 700 and 850 mb; H 1 /3;	 primary
\ wave period and direction; and spectral wave data
(b)	 Forecast products of those mentioned in Item ( 2) above
except SST
(c)	 A preferred forecast period of 24 hr.
(3) Nimbus data of winds and SST.
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The minimum accuracy* required by Getty for the altimeter data is
+1.5 m, or 20 percent of the measured value. For the SASS data, the
minimum accuracy required is ±5 m/sec for wind magnitude and +90* for wind
direction. Getty's SMHR minimum accuracy requirements for sea surface tem-
perature data are +1 *C relative and +5 * C absolute. In all cases, the time
period of interest is from 1 July to 10 October 1978. The priority in
which the data are required is (1) wind, (2) waves and (3) temperature.
Additionally, Getty is interested in receiving a sample of syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) passes for any of the areas in the Beaufort
Sea, offshore U.S. East Coast or the Gulf of Mexico which are being reduced
for the other experimenters.
Surface Truth Data. Getty Oil Company currently has available
environmental data measured on the "Discoverer Seven Seas" drillship during
July to October 1978. Located off Ibiza Marino (Spain) from July 1 to July
23, and then in the Strait of Ontranto (Italy) from August 3 to October 1,
the drillship measured and recorded the data on magnetic tapes from the
Honeywell ASK system continuously in 1-sec increments. Available data
include wind speed and direction, wave elevation, and current speed and
direction, as detailed further in Table 2. These surface truth data will
be used in a comparative analysis with the Seasat and related data.
Data Format and Communication Equipment
The format of the Seasat and related data products should be as
follows:
(1) Tabular/ tape ai rh E'.-,)lift  I graphic display for GDRs
(2) SAR imagery on film transparencies and positives as well as
computer-compatible tapes (CCT) of 10 percent of imagery.
The FNWC products format should be tabular/tape and graphics with
isopleths, coordinates and land masses; standard contour intervals should
*If possible and when available, Getty would like to receive copies of
Seasat data at better accuracies than those listed as minimum.
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be observed. The map projection could be either Mertator or Polar u:ereo-
graphic, depending on the latitude of the specific test area involved.
The near-real-time data will be transmitted through the FNWC com-
puter system to Getty Oil Company in Houston through a Tektronix terminal
once per day between the hours of 8 and S Central Daylight Time. NASA will
pay for the cost of the telephone lines.
Reporting and Schedule
Guidelines for reporting the experiment results are given in the
paragraphs that follow.
Progress Reports. Battelle will submit periodic progress/status
reports to NASA HQ. It is expected that the experimenter will provide
inputs for these progress reports, but this is not a formal requirement.
Battelle will provide the experimenter with copies of all such reports sub-
mitted to NASA.
Final Report. A final report (one camera-ready copy and four
bound copies) will be prepared by the experimenter upon completion of the
experiment, but not later than December 31, 1980. It is suggested that
this report be prepared for general dissemination in accordance with good
reporting practice. It may include experiment objectives, experiment de-
scription, techniques and procedures employed for the data analysis and as-
sessment, conclusions, and recommendations. Also desirable is the ex-
perimenter's assessment of the results in terms of:
(1) Potential contribution of Seasat-type data to the experi-
menter's future needs
(2) Characteristics of an operational satellite system that are
of importance to the users.
u
a
r^
S	 .
Schedule. A planning schedule for this worldwide offshore dril-
ling and production operations experiment is shown in Figur, 3.
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teoperature and at--cs:;Reric pressure. 	 The o gler zon,;ortia were not
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= :;:1t^r^Z1 East Paeiijk Oct= `=:=:^& Ezner:s,Emt
his exper iswrtr Ls tieing car_dncted bs t_* me-hers of three ocean
RT7v-1mg CL'.-s0mix in ccSoperatioz with NASA for the z u- pose Of eva=uatimg :he
?G ten- '.E_::2: Seas-i t an= related salt__:Ze data :ss^e fOr a .-"felt:	 tSE =e-
cisic-c xocesses zh<: ...,,mo t be ode d:r:TT_ ocea = a:n_ni &esip, exploration
:mod oaerazi=s_	 Tae focrt_ c -s: rti ^a, TINM L zited, is _m the pr; less of
reGrEri=---'1$ a1 May
 participa:e at a later ^t£.
Minerals are the lifeblood of our :ndustria- so•_ie_v.	 :bn ile :and
oep=.sits of ma_ry vita_ aimerals are dvinaling,	 woria populati on ana er
pectations are risizg at at ucprecedemted rate, making it imperative to
new sources of su.p:^ for vita: me_a:s.
	 %odules I" on r-he =ee^
accan floors are a rich source for four of t-*se meta:s:
	
copper, nicke .1,
cobalt and manganese, azd this potential :zs :rompted tec'a:.ogical deve:-
s	 opae=t ib dee? ocean -_*_n:ng durine recent sears.	 -._1 :=air of these metals
_	 are
	 essential	 to	 our ec^n=v ,	 with	 manganese	 '>e-=e	 essential	 for	 steel
production.	
i	
--
:3eequatorial east Pacific Ocean is of prime nterest to t;e
ocean mining industry .	 Four consortia,	 :: epser Ventures Inc., Kennecott
Exploration Inc., !NCO LiZ'iter., and Ocean Minerals 1.ozDany, have ex_ressez;
a	 strong	 interest
	 and	 outlined	 their	 ecamb:ned	 needs	 ant'	 verification
eapatiiities	 for this	 area.	 Dee-:Sea
	 `.'ensures	 is	 the	 operator
	
_`or	 Ocea-
.4
Yining Associates which is composed of:
	 (1)	 C.S.	 Steel, (2) Sun Company,
Inc. and (3) Union yi-icre.
	 F.:	
_
acecotz cxrioration is operator for a joint
venture campnsed of:
	 ;1) 4itsubishi Corp.	 (Japan),	 !2) Noranda !sizes Ltd.
-	 i
(Canada),	 (3)	 Rio	 pinto	 Zinc	 ( i- .K.),	 (4)	 Consolidated	 G;Idfield s 	(U.K.),
(5)
	
British	 Petroleum	 (U.K.)	 and	 (6)	 Yennecott
	
Zopper
	 Corp.	 INCO	 is
operator for Ocean Managemert, In.:., which is composed of:
	 (1) I\C'0 C-lited
States,	 Ir.,	 (2)	 n	 (German),	 (3) DOMCO (Japan)	 and	 (4) Sedco.
	 Ocean
Minerals Company
 is operator for a joint ;er-ture composed of:
	 (1) Lockheed
A-ircraft	 Company,	 (2)	 Billiton	 Minerals
	 International,	 (3)	 BOS
	 Kalis
Westminster (\stheriands), and (0* :AMOCO Minerals Company.
C
2xsicalls, two test areas are of interest: a aini_g area and a
-'^ = rt =. "ea :z re", ireme^_ts _: Zitd are s:=::ar, but with differences of
es-nas.S. ":--e gcnerai location of the _es: areas e=c:=asses offsxre
sDcttiern %alifor=la a=d rom---a: erica in a :orrldor _5 degrees mice ex-
:emaing to sou tn*as t o_ a-Wail. _he =in i=g artz, a reg ion of b_g--grade and
a31^IIdaL't not :-le =a :eri2_, is :Beata:. __ --=e _srtieas: e quatorial ?aciric
a	 is defined Y :he boundaries 5 to 20' north latitude, and 1IC' to 150'
lest longitude, as indicated on - isg :re 1. Fzorms in c'- area ^=•_o=wte
ab,at tine C-ulf of "e?aiasteoec.
	
3istorically , an ave_a¢e of 28 s__:-.s
e -zelop eac^_ .ear a_nz: the-- zrOceed on either a =orth es:erlo track =r a
. esterly tract wPic' asses through tie minin g area. Accordingly, the
store ar2a '.s deli=ea as :.e region enco=assing the _inin2 area extended
as shown on Figure Z.
Ldustry currentic has environmenta: data taken fra._ two mining
ships operating in the test area that Jill be -_sed to deter-ine the app'_
cability and benefit of Seasa: data for establishing design and operational
criteria for deep ocean -; =i :g srste`s. With the failure of the Seasa:
satellite on 10 Gctober 1978, any
 rear-time or -ear-real-ti=e data provided
by NASA fr = Chen onward will to obtained frov other satellites such as
Nimbus, and the .rata produc ts will be distributed by t7he Y3=r;'s Fleet
Numerical weather Central (FNWC) in nor.:grey , California. As a result, the
focus of future work will be on establishing the viabilit y of the real-time
A lta distribution system.
Su.=ary o: 'e :^vLical -nvironnent
The mining area is typified by a relatively benign environment.
`lean significant :lave height is approximately 5 feet, while wind velocities
are typically 10 to 15 knots. Late spring and early summer are the calmest	 -'
periods; winter months are typified by unstable conditions, with localized
I
squalls or depressions occurring suddenly , although of short duration.
During summer and fall, tropical storms will pass through the mining area.
Associated wave heights may be as great as 50 to 60 feet, and wind
velocities may be in excess of 64 knots.
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The storm season is basically Baited to the nonths of ;uee
	
through October. Tro-,ical stores are categorized b^ Lind -velocities of 34	
Ll
	
to 54 knots, while hurricane winds are in excess of 64 knots. 7-xa=ples of	
ed
each are observed Pver: year, with tropical storms occuring about twice as
f:ecuer._l y as hurricanes. Development tip is o hours to b day s, locger de-
veloznent being associated with more intense stor=s. Storm/hurricane 'life
is variable, 2 to 15 da?s.
=Aperi=e-t Motivation
Currer:tl y , three of the ocea: mining consortia are actively
involved in exploration, desi gn, and development of mining systems which
will efficiently exploit mineral resources of the equatorial Pacific. The
four consortia repr-sent about a $2 billion industry in initial capital er
penditures with operati-; ciasts expected co approach $400 ni -3 11 -n per year.
Numerous aspe%ts of the mining system are advancements in the state of the
art. As such, they are un proven and susce p tible to the cumulative effect
of design urcertair, ties, of which the environment and its prediction are
significan'. To minir!::r werdesign, tae extent of post-des-L 1--n modi-
fications, and otherwise perm- more effective use of economic resources,
accurate description of the operating environment is essential.
Results of the study will benefit the following areas:
(1) System Design. The region c ,c ocean mining operations is
outside normal trade routes and typified by a limited amount
of historical data. Uncertainty in the statistics of var-
ious sea conditions has necessitated a conservative design
approach. Information measured by Seasat will help minimize
design uncertainties and permit a more adequate and real-
istic design.
(2) Improved Operations Plan. The seq uence of mining operations
and alternatives is to a large extent controlled by real
time and anticipated environmental conditions. Inaccurate
predictions may result in system unavailability due to lost
equipment or costly false alarm delays. The evaluation of
U^e
a
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data accuracv and relic-bilit y will aid in defining an
optima operations Tian and eliminate unnecessary
contingencies.
(31 Logistics. Bulk carriers will be used to transport mined
material between the o perations site and port facilities
v	 and for the replenishment of cor_sumables. Conti nuc•us oper-
ations require that the transport vessels closely follow a
given schedule. The identification of severe environmental
-ti
cacaditiors, their location and predicted movements will
allow weather rerouting to minimize delays and permit effi-
cient operation of the transport vessels and mining ship.
(4) Evaluation of Predictor Models. The National Weather Ser-
vice Forecast Office in Redwood City, California, provides
-- , ral forecasts of weather conditions including waves/
sa:!:Io, winds, and precipitator.. The `:ationai Oceanic and
Atmospheric ministration (NCAA) in Washington. D.C., has
developed a model for predicting the likelihood of storm
genesis, and following genesis, the predicted track and as-
sociated intensity of the storm. Data from Seasat will be
intensity applied as initial input, update, and for sub-
sequent verifi c-ation of the predictor model performance.
Objectives/Purpose
The overall objective is to assess the utility of Seasat data for
ocean mining design, exploration and operations. The specific objectives
are to:
(1) Conduct case study analysis and evaluation of Seasat-type
data by comparing them with surface truth data and deter-
mine their utility in predicting hurricanes and severe storm
conditions
(2) Establish a historical data base and evaluate its utility
for the design of second-generation ocean mining systems and
in quantifying persistence information such as duration of
i
^i
i
6r
	
	
waves of a particular height and the time interval between
such wave conditions.
^-	 approach
51
The Seasat satellite	 failed on 10 October	 1978,	 having	 yielded
over 90 days of data which will be provided to members of the mining con-
sortia in non-real time in the	 fora of Geophysical Data Records	 (GDRs) and
synthetic aperture radar (SaR) data. 	 The GDRs and available real-time and
near-real-time	 da t	 obtained	 frcm	 FD'WC	 will	 be	 used	 in	 satellite	 data
evaluation	 case	 studies	 to	 validate	 sensor capability,	 evaluate	 the	 data
distribution	 system,	 and	 determine	 tha	 forecasting	 value	 of	 the	 sensor
data;	 however,	 at	 this	 point	 in	 time,	 the main objective will 	 be	 for	 the
operating	 consortia	 to	 evaluate	 the	 real-time	 data	 distribution	 system
rather than the accurac y of the real-time data per se.
Effectively, all phases of ocean mining o perations	 are governed
by 	sea	 and	 atmospheric	 conditions.	 Efficient	 operations	 require	 close
-	 monitoring	 of	 the	 ocean	 environment	 and	 necessitate	 accurate	 information
and reliable weather predictions.
	
Thus,
	
Seasat data and FVWC products will
be	 collected	 by	 the	 operating	 companies	 together	 with	 all	 other	 reliable
information available to the ;p ining industry and processed into a suitable,
ready-to-be-used format.	 On-sate surface truth data will be collected from
instrumented	 vessels	 operating	 at	 the	 time	 and	 from	 visual	 observations,
and will be compared with satellite data.
In	 view	 of	 the	 Seasat	 data	 available	 between	 July	 and	 October
1978,	 three ocean mining consortia* will conduc t_ case studies employing the
Seasat.	 GDRs and	 S2,.R	 imagery	 with	 the	 ultimate	 objective	 of establishing a
severe weather	 f.orecastiag capabilit y using Seasat-t ,. pe satellite	 data.	 It
is of	 particular	 significance	 that	 near	 record	 hurricanes	 occurred	 in	 the
July-September	 1 978 period;	 thus,	 thrt Seasat data should serve as excellent
input	 to	 a	 severe	 weather	 forecasting	 scenario.	 The	 intent	 of	 the	 case
*Into Limited, which already demonstrated the feasibility of ocean 	
_1
- 
re- examina t i o n
 
 
of it° Futur-a C fortsmining, i:, ii-, the pr vLeoo vi 	 ..	 r__
and will decide on participati3n at a later date.
,a
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study is to provide the meteorological scenario from whatever source data
f may be available and to determine the enhancement that is possible by ad-
ding Seasat survey data. In th-s Way, parametric evaluation of satellite-
collected information of mid-ocean areas Would be readily understandable.
The study will be conducted in two phases:
• Phase I involves three manipulations of the non-real-time data
available fron Seasat in order to establish the validity of
	
t'	 the data:
	
lll...	
- Analyze the data (including wind, waves, sea surface *tem-
perature, and SaR passes)
- Prepare an environmental forecast (in hindsight) using the
Seasat data
-	 Validate	 the	 forecast and	 the data used by comparing	 the
t	 `
Lj
forecast	 results
	
with	 actual	 environmental	 conditions	 at
that time in the past.
Phase II will employ the real=time data available from FNIWC to
` forecast	 environmental	 conditions
	
in	 the	 test	 area;
	
Station
W F
 D will begin	 transmitting
	the data	 to Deepsea Ventures	 and
Ocean Minerals who will be operating during 1979;	 Nimbus data
will be	 included.	 This will
	 provide a major	 opportunit y	to
evaluate	 the	 data	 distribution	 system --	 its	 timeliness,	 re-
i
'	 TACO	 will	 parti-iiaviiiLy,	 i.exiD111tV,	 etc.	 Kennecott	 and	 ..
cipate when they become operational.
The :mining area,	 being outside normal 	 trade routes,	 is	 typified
i	 {
I
by	 a	 scarcity of	 environmental data. 	 Wave and wind data from	 the Seasat
' program will be used in augmenting a relatively scant data base and, 	 in ad-
dition,
	
supply data which are consistent and objective rather than the sub-
jective	 interpretation
	
of	 individual	 operators.	 Also,	 Seasat	 and	 related
r
data	 will	 be	 used	 in	 statistical	 studies	 for	 quantifying	 persistence
information such as	 duration of	 waves	 of	 a	 particular height	 and	 the	 tine 
Fil interval between such wave conditions.
Although	 the	 operational	 life	 of	 Seasat did	 not	 supply	 a	 suf-
ficiently
	
long	 time span of data	 to	 satisfy a statistician's 	 requirements,
n it	 will,
	
nevertheless,	 be	 quite	 useful,	 given	 current
	
data	 scarcity.	 In
A8
this light, Seasat and related satellite data will be evaluated to deter-
mine their utility in planning activities which are dependent upon knowing
future data availability as well as providing an adequate data base for a
second-generation deep ocean mining system.
The limited SAR passes obtained from NASA during storm activities
will be compared with surface truth data to establish the validity of
sensor capability. Assessment will then be made of the utility of SAR
images for measuring storm size, intensity and path for forecasting
purposes.
Due to the requirements of individual consortia to maintain con-
fidentiality with respect to their areas of operations, each participating
consortium reserves the right to individually process, compare, and eval-
uate consortium interests and provide a basis for accurate evaluation of
Seasat capabilities. Information collected by the consortia will serve to
verify information provided by Seasat. The results of comparison, analysis
and evaluation, as well as benefits of Seasat-type data to ocean mining,
and recommendations concerning future operational systems, will be
documented in a final report that will be furnished to %ASA.
Industry Data Requirements.
	
tiASA will provide the individual
operating consortia with the following data:
(1) Seasat Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) including altimeter
(if 1 / 3 ), scanning multifrequency radiometer (Sy;1R) wind
magnitude and sea surface temperature, and Seasat-A scat-
terometer system (SASS) wind magnitude and direction.
(2) Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery: 7 passes.
(3) FNWC products, which include:
(a) Analysis products of wind, pressure field at sea level,
H 1 /3, primary wave period and direction, and spectral
wave data
(b) Forecast products of pressure field at sea level, wind
speed and direction, H 1 / 3 , primary wave direction and
period and spectral data
i t
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(c) Observation files of sea level pressure and upper air
measurements
(d) All forecasting periods (12, 24, 48 and 72 hr) are re-
quired, with priority for the 12-hr period.
(4) Nimbus data of wind and temperature.
The minimum accuracy required* by the consortia for the altimeter
data is +1 m or 25 percent of the measured value. For the SASS data, the
minimum accuracy required is 20 percent of the measured value for wind mag-
nitude and +30° for wind direction. Their S^LMR minimum accuracy require-
ments for sea surface temperature data are +Z°C relative.
	 In all cases,
the time period of interest is from 1 July to 10 October 1978. The
priority in which the data are required is (1) wind, (2) waves and (3)
temperature.
Quality image products of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) passes
are needed. The consortia require a minimum of three passes, but would
prefer seven passes taken during tropical storm activities in July and
August 1978 in an area bounded by 5-20°N latitude and 210-250°E longitude;
specifically, in order of priority, they have selected the following
passes, with desired SAR ground swath end points of 12.5°N latitude on and
20°N latitude off for Passes #17 and #24, and 15°N latitude on and 22°N
latitude off for Pass 47:**
a Pass ID #17, rev 222, on 7/12/78
• Pass ID #24, rev 251, on 7/14/78
• Pass ID #7, rev 179, on 7/9/78
• Pass ID #8, rev 186, on 7/10/78
• Pass ID #35, rev 308, on 7/18/78
• Pass 'ID 065, rev 430, on 7/27/78
• Pass ID 4144, rev 674, on 8/13/78.
* Experiment representati ves would like to ultimately receive
Seasat data to much better accuracy than the minimum required.
**The first three passes listed are on the :NASA highest priority
list for processing; the LCiaaining four passes have been requested
by t!ie experimenter, and NASA will consider processing them on a
non-priority basis.
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Surface Truth Data.
	 Surface truth data will be gathered by con-
sortia vessels	 operating	 in	 the	 test	 area	 at	 the	 time	 of	 the	 experiment.
These
	
vessels will serve as platforms for meteorological and oceanographic
observations,	 and	 instrumentation	 on	 the	 vessels	 will	 --onsist	 of	 the
following systems:
•	 Anemometers -- true wind speed and direction
•	 Thermometers ^-7
•	 Dew point may be provided, if needed tt?^JJJ,
•	 Barometer.
Additional systems on some of the vessels may include:
•	 Waveriders
•	 Accelerometers
•	 Current meters.
Some systems will gather complementary information to provide cross-checks,
minimize	 possible	 errors	 and	 thereby	 provide	 more	 accurate	 and	 reliable
data.	 In addition,	 human observations will be made	 to provide correlation
between observed and measured data.
Orr-site measurements,	 observations, and comments 	 will	 be	 trans-
mitted	 to	 the	 appropriate	 receiving	 agency	 on	 a	 day-by-day	 basis.	 A
summary of all
	
data	 collected and/or	 evaluated will	 be	 provided	 after	 the
end of	 the	 test period.
Deepsea	 Ventures	 currently	 has	 available	 environmental	 data ^I
measured during July and	 September	 1978	 on a mining	 ship at the	 test site.
Particulars
	 as	 to	 instrumenLation,	 observation	 dates	 and	 frequency	 are
presented	 in Tables	 1	 and 2,.
Details of	 the Deepsea Ventures operating schedule and facilities
for surface	 truth data are as	 Follows:
(1)	 R/V	 PROSPECTOR	 is	 expected	 to	 be	 on	 station	 on	 a	 scheduled
basis,	 not	 continuous,	 through	 calendar	 year	 1979.
Schedules	 beyond	 that	 date	 are	 yet	 to	 be	 formulated.	 Very 7
possibly R/V DEEPSEA MINER	 II ;.ill	 be	 in	 the area	 sporadic- J
ally during this	 period.
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a•.tails	 c.f
	 tre	 INCO schedule and	 facilities are uncertain at
present.
	 :tiW has s-,c_essfuliv dee:astrated the feasibility of ocean airr-
i:g through their deer.—ocean pilot sinins test. It is nor	 st known whether
or caner. the INCC consortium or any of
	 its	 '_	 "_-.idual me=hers will go into
full production operations. When this is established,	 detailed information
on *_heir -vessels and surface truth data will be supplied.
Details of the Ocean Minerals operating schedule and facilities
for surface truth aata are as follows:
(1;	 Rt	 4XVE3\%n	 R.;F	 will	 be	 operated	 in	 the	 experiment area
aur_ng L918 and	 1979.	 There	 is	 also	 the	 possibility that
i
the 4;LCX kR EXPLORER be in the area in late 1979 or 1980.
(2)	 The location at which such vessels wi l ! be operating lies
^4
within t: ,e bounds of the coordinates '_1G°-160'H and
and is known as the Clarion Clip perton Zone.
Wr	 Vessel instrumentation will include:
(a)	 Anemometer, giving true wind speed and direction r
(b)	 3aroce:er, for pres_ure readings --
ic)	 Ther--ometer, to measure sea surface temperature.
(6)	 It	 is	 possible
	
to	 transmit	 .ata	 in	 real
	
tine,	 if	 desired,
but it should be noted that vessel 'location is highly sensi-
tive information.
-ata rormat a-- "emu:: .at_ons cu;=e,t
The ::^rmat if the Seasat and related data products should be as
follows:
(1) Tabular and graphic CDRs for real tlne data and 9-track
cocp:lter-_c,mpa t.b_°_ _--pes	 fvt nvirreal- time GDRS. It
is desired by Rennecott that the tapes be coepatibie with a
HP-= 1.30 or PDP-11 computer s ystem_, if possible.
(2) SaR imaKery on film transparencies or positives for all
passes and CCTs of 10 percent of the iyagery.
^c
The 7NWC product format should be in graphics with isopleths and
coordinates	 identified.	 Contour
	 intervals	 will	 be	 standard	 available
formats.	 Mercator is the preferred map projection for presentation of FNWC
products.
Real-time data will be t_ansmitted to WD radio facsimile (fax)i
station	 in	 to	 Jolla,	 California.	 Personnel	 from	 the	 Marine	 Fisheri-2s
Services will receive	 Nimbus and	 FNWC data	 products and	 reoroadcast	 them
over	 Station	 to	 tuna and salmon boats;	 also,	 plans
	
are	 being made	 to
include	 the mining	 ships
	 that are equipped with radio fax to receive such
., data once or twice per day at 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. PST.
Non-real-tine data requirements for Kennecott will be obtained
from	 Statior. '..l;D	 if WWD	 data;	 NASAarchives	 the	 otherwise,	 will	 provide
such data	 to Kennecott.	 NASA will pay	 for the cost of	 the	 telephone data
transmission lines whenever applicable.
Reporting and Schedule
Guidelines for reporting the experiment results are detailed in
the paragraphs below.
Progress Reports. Battelle will submit periodic progress/status
reports to NASA HQ. It is expected that the experimenter will provide
inputs for these progress reports, rut this is not a formal requirement.
Battelle will provide the experimenter with copies of all such reports
submitted to NASA.
Final Report. A final report (one camera-ready copy and four
bound copies) will be prepared by the experimenter upon completion of the
experiment, but not later than December 31, 1980. It is suggested that this
} report be prepared for general dissemination in accordance with good
!	 reporting practice.
	 It may include experiment objectives, experiment
description, techniques and ?rocedures emplo yed for the data anal ysis and
I16
assessment, conclusions, and recommendation!
eerimenter's assessment of the results in ter
(1) Potential contribution of
perimenter's future needs
(2) Characteristics of follow-on
to the users.
Schedule.	 A planning schedul
Equatorial East Pacific is shown in Figure 3.
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EXPERIMENT SUMMITRY
ASVT EXPERIMENT:	 No.	 7
TITLE:
	
3ering Sea
	 Ice	 Project
EXPERIMENT REPRESENTATIVE/ORGANIZATION:	 Douglas	 C.	 Eckert,	 Oceanographic
Services,	 Inc.,	 135	 E.	 Ortega	 Stree,	 Santa	 Barbara,	 CA 93101; (i
Telephone:	 (805)	 963-1364/965-6575 u
COORDINATOR:	 Dr.	 Richard	 T.	 Gedney,	 NASA Lewis
	
Research	 Center	 (LeRC) lJ
2	 000 Brookpark	 Road,	 Cleveland,	 OH	 44135.
	 Telephone:
	 (216)	 433-4000,
Ext.	 209; and A.	 George Mourad,	 Battelle's
	 Columbus	 Laboratories,
	
505 (^
King Avenue,
	 Columbus,
	 OH	 43201.	 Telephone:	 (614)	 424-5097.
EXPERIMENT LOCATION:	 The U.S.	 Bering Sea
	
between	 58ON -	 660 N as	 indicated on
Figure	 1.
OIZIECTIVE/PU R POSE:	 To assess	 Side Looking Airborne Radar
	 (SLAR)	 and Nimbus-7 (j
Scanning Multichannel
	 microwave
	
Radiometer	 (S;11MR)	 imagery	 for assisting 1
offshore	 petroleum operations on 	 ice-covered areas 	 in the Bering Sea.
	
This
experiment
	 is	 a	 substitute
	 for	 the one
	
previously planned
	 using Seasat r,
sensor data.
	 The basic	 intent
	
of the
	 experiment	 is	 the	 same as	 the t^!
original	 Seasat	 experiment;
	 i.e.,	 an assessment	 of microwave remote
	
sensing
for offshore
	 operations	 in	 the
	 Bering Sea.
APPP,OACH:
	
Oceanographic	 Services,	 Inc.	 (OSI)	 will	 obtain	 truth data	 and compare
themwitn aircraft imaging radar and Nimbus-7 SMMR data 	 in the test area.
Data	 reduction	 and	 analysis	 will	 focus	 on	 describing	 the	 ice	 conditions	 identi-
fiable	 by	 these microwave	 sensors	 to determine type,	 distribution, motion and
percentage of coverage.
	
The
	
results
	
of comparison and evaluation will 	 be
described	 in a	 report	 to NASA.	 An assessment of the utility of the sensor data
to	 various	 offshore	 operations	 and of	 the desirable characteristics 	 for,
future operational	 ice	 information systems will 	 be provided	 by	 OSI.
DATA REQUIREMENTS: NASA LeRC will provide X-band real aperture SLAR imagery
for 3 days in March 1919. The NASA Environmental Data Center at Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) will provide Nimbus SMMR data throughout the
ex p eriment duration.
DATA FORMAT: SLAR and SMMR imagery on prints, negatives and computer
compatible tape (CCT).
e
COMMUNICATIONS E
	 PMENT AND DATA DELIVERY: No requirements for communica-
tions equ p^ mn
UI
t. Data delivery__ 'To
-
cation is Oceanographic Services, Inc.
TRUTH DATA:
	
Industr y
 will acquire aerial photographic data and visual
observations coincident with the acquisition of some of the microwave
sensor data.	 Industry will use this truth data for assessing the
capability of the sensor data.
1L' BERING SEA ICE PROJECT
t
^ Introduction
The Seasat-A Program was conducted to test the concept of
measuring characteristics of the ocean surface with satelli t e remote
l.J sensors.	 As	 part of the Seasat	 Industrial	 Experiment	 Program a	 Bering
Sea	 Ice	 Project was
	
planned	 '-,,	 oe conducted	 by Oceanographic	 Services,
Inc.	 (Alaska	 Oil	 and	 Gas	 Association	 Project	 0	 51)	 to	 evaluate	 the	 utility
of the
	 Seasat-A sensors
	
for offshore oil	 and gas
	
operations
	
in	 the Bering
Sea.	 Because no Seasat sensor data was
	
acquired during the time when	 ice
cover exists
	
in the Bering Sea
	
the planned	 Seasat-A experiment could not
t' be performed.	 The Bering Sea
	
experiment described	 herein using Side
• Looking Airborne Radar	 (SLAR)	 imagery and Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel
(t Microwave	 Radiometer	 (SMMR)	 imagery is
	
being substituted 	 for the previously
planned	 Seasat-A experimert.	 The basic
	
intent of the new experiment
is	 the same
	 as	 the old	 e xperiment;	 i.e.,	 and	 assessment of microwave
() remote sensing ca pabilities
	
for offshore o perations	 in	 the Bering Sea.
u The areas	 of interest
	
include
	
the Bering Sea between	 530 -	 660N
(1 and	 east	 of the U.S.	 -	 Soviet border as	 shoran	 in	 figure	 1.
U Experiment Motivation
The major	 incentive
	
for this
	
experiemnt stems	 from the oil	 indus-
tries
	 need	 for	 ice	 information	 in	 the Bering Sea.	 The	 capability of
acquiring	 ice
	
information	 is	 important	 for planning	 and	 conducting
offshore	 exploration and operations
	
activities.
	
In	 addition	 ice	 data
is	 also	 important	 for developing and	 testing	 ice	 forecasting models.
The current	 generation of Landsat	 and weather-	 satellites	 can
proviue	 ice data	 but	 only wnen cloud cover 	 is	 not	 present.	 Landsat
resolution	 is	 limited	 to 80 m and weather	 satellite	 resolution	 is	 at
least an	 order of magnitude
	 lower.	 In	 contrast, microwave 	 sensors
have an all-weather capability.	 Imaging	 radars	 such	 as	 the synthetic
aperture	 radar	 (SAR)	 on	 Seasat car	 achieve on	 image resolutions	 of
25 m	 for mapping	 ice
	 types	 and measuring	 ice characteristics	 in some
detail.	 Aircraft	 imaging	 radars	 can	 achieve	 similar	 resolutions.	 The
real	 aperture	 SLAR used	 in	 ;his
	
experiment	 has
	
a	 range	 resolution of
30 meters and an azimuth resolution varying 	 from 24 meters at 03 km
range	 to	 290 meters	 at	 35	 Km	 ,ange.	 The Nimbus-7	 scanning multichannel
microwave
	
radiometer	 (SMMR),	 essentially identical	 to	 the Seasat	 SMMR,
can be	 used	 to measure	 ice extent,	 type	 (first year or multiyear), 	 and
temperature at	 course	 resolution.
It should be noted that the present project is complemented by
two other AOGA activities relating to ice in the Bering Sea.	 In one,
Oceanograpnic Services Inc. (OSI) has carried out detailed aerial
stereo photography and ice reconnaissance in the Bering Sea during
1977 and 1978. This project is planned to continue in 1979 and the
OSI data flights made simultaneously with the planned imaging radar
flights will provide truth data for the present project.	 In the
? 1 I'
zother project, Environmental Research and Technology Inc. (ERT) has
performed detailed analysis of Bering Sea Landsat imagery for the
years 1973-71. The ice information and techniques developed for
ice image interpretation may be of value in interpreting imaging
	
1L!►radar and SMMR data.
Obiectives/Pur ose
The experiment objective is to evaluate the capability of micro-
wave remote sensors to measure sea ice characteristics and extent and to
assess the application of such sensors to future industrial operation
of such sensors to future industrial operations in the Bering Sea.
Microwave sensors to be evaluated are:
	
^LJi
(1) aircraft real aperture imaging radar - (AN/APS-94D Side Looking
Airborne Radar) and
	
PJ
(2) Nimbus-7 Scanning Multiband Microwave Radiometer (SMMR).
Approach	 11
The experiment is planned to occur during March 1979 while signi-
ficant ice cover exists in the Bering Sea. The imaging radar data will
be acquired b y NASA. NASA Lewis Research Center's C-131 aircraft with
an ANjAPS-94 D side lookinq airborne radar (SLAR) will fly on 3 da y s	 (^
covering two stri ps approximately 500 km long each day. The width of each
strip will vary between 70 and 100 km. Figure 1 indicates the flight lines
of greatest interest and Table I describes the SLAR =haracteristics. Aerial
photography (RC-8 cameras) will be taken concurrently with all SLAR flight lines.
The NASA Environmental Data Center at Goddard Space Flight Center
will also provide Nimubs-7 SMMR data for the areas imaged by the radar
It should be noted that for power budgeting considerations, the SMMR
is operated 50', of the time and will only take data on alternate days.
Table II summarizes some of the SMMR characteristics.
Truth data consisting of low altitude aircraft photograph will be
collected by Oceanographic Services Inc. (OSI) for A0GA. 	 Surface
measurements of ice properties made by OSI may be made available. The
OSI flights will be coordinated with the NASA SLAR flights. Satellite_
imagery from Landsat and Tiros will be obtained if sufficiently cloud-
free images are available.
Table III summarizes the ice parameters to be extracted from the
microwave data. Category I includes those parameters which can be
determined from aircraft SLAR and Nimbus-7 SMMR. 	 Category 11 lis t s the
parameters which could be expected to be extracted from SLAR only,
Basically,	 OSI will conduct all analysis and assessment of data
products to determine the capability of microwave sensors to measure	
r^
ice properties of interest. 	 NASA will be responsible for providing the
microwave data products, specifically the ice concentration and boundary
maps from the SMMR data as well as the SLAR images. Additionally, SLAR
digital data of selected sites will be made available if requested by
OSI.
L
3
r
L
I
i
I
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NASA LeRC will also provide imagery of aircraft Y-band real
aperture SLAR and aircraft X and L-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
data collected in the Beaufort Sea.
	
These data
sets will provide the experimenters with some basis for possibly
commenting on the utility of satellite SAR data which (1) would have
been available from Seasat had not early mission failure occurred and
(2) could become available from future satellite systems.
Reportinq and Schedule
Progress Reports: NASA LeRC, as coordinator of this experiment,
will submit periodic project progress/status reports to NASA HQ start-
ing in June 1919. It is expected that the user will provide input for
these progress reports, but this is not a formal requi rement. NASA LeRC
will provide the user with copies of all such reports.
Final Report: A final report (one camera-ready copy and fifteen (15)
bound copies) will be prepared by the user upon, completion of the
experiment, but not later than Feb. 28, 19°0.
	 It is sun^ested that
the report be prepared for general dissemination in accordance with
good reporting practice.
	 In accordance with the objectives of this
project, the final report should specifically include the user's
assessment as to:
(1) the capability of aircraft imaging radar and the Nimbus-G
SMMR to measure ice properties of importance for projected
resource extraction activities in the Bering Sea and
(2) the desirable characteristics of an o perational ice informa-
tion system that would be required for resource extraction
activities in the Bering Sea.
Schedule
A planning schedule is shown in figure 2.
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TABLE I
S:DE-LOOKING AIk'ORNE RADAR CHARACTERISTICS
1 MOTOROLA AN/APS-9 4 D - REAL APERTURE
1 R.F. POWER SOURCE: MAGNETRON
1 OUTPUT POWER: 45 KWATT PEAK
1 FREQUENCY: X-BAND, TUNABLE - 9:10-9.40 GHz
1 PULSE WIDTH: 200 NSEC.
1 PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY: 750 PER SEC, OR RANDOMLY VARIABLE
1 POLARIZATION: H-H
1 ANTENNA LENGTH: 5.5M
1 30B ANTENNA BEAM WIDi'H: 0.45DEG = 7.85 MRAD
1 RANGE RESOLUTION: 3011
• MINIMUM DETECTABLE SIGNAL: -97 DBM
1 W PING SWATHS: 25, 50, 100 KM WITH OFFSET IN 10 K11 STEPS,
BOTH SIDES OF AIRCRAFT
1 DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING: RETURNS FnOM TRANSMITTED PULSES ARE DIVIDED
INTO (1) 400 EQUAL RIGHT ANTENNA AND 400 EQUAL
LEFT ANTENNA GROUND RANGE BINS OR (2) 3200
EQUAL RIGHT ANTENNA AIND 3200 EQUAL LEFT ANTENNA
GROUND RANGE BINS. FOR EACH RANGE BIN, THE SLAR
VIDEO SIGNAL IS SAMPLED AND DIGITIZED INTO A SIX-
BIT DATA WORD. THE DIGITIZED SLAR VIDEO DATA
FROM A SINGLE RADAR PULSE ARE ACCUMULATED IN
MEMORY AND AVERAGED EXPONENTIALLY WITH THE RETURN
FROM THE PREVIOU'S PULSES. AUXILIARY DATA INCLUDING
AIRCRAFT DRIFT,GROUND SPEED AND LOCATION ARE MULTI-
PLEXED WITH THE AVERAGED RADAR VIDEO DATA. OUTPUT
IS A SERIAL Bi-^-L DATA STREAM.
1 114AGE OUTPUTS: -REAL TIME FULL RESOLUTION ANALOG WET PROCESSED FILM
-REAL TIME DIGITALLY DRY SILVER PROCESS PAPER OR FILM
-COMPUTER PROCESSED
FALSE COLOR IMAGE GIVING REFLECTED SIGNAL POWER AND
ESTIMATED RADAR CROSS SECTION
1 DIGITAL TAPE OUTPUT
NASA Lewis Research Center
JANUARY 1979
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EXPERIMENT St7%NARY
ASVT EXPERI`-ENT: No. 8
TITLE: North Sea Jil and Gas
EXPER.'ENT UPRESE`7ATIVE/ORGANIZATION:	 (dike Li tt) Union Oil Research,
P.O. Box 76, Brea, CA 92621. Telephone: (71 4 ) 528-7201; and
(Ronald Gratz) CONOCO, R&D Dept., Ponca City, OK 74601. Telephone:
(405) 762-3456, Ext. 4677.
COORDINATOR.- (A. George Mourad) Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, 505 King
Avenue, Columbus. OH 4320!. Telephone: (61») 424-5097.
XPERI"ENT LOCAT,.%
	 The test area of primary interest is bounded by
56"N7727%  and	 °'^F-S°E, which includes mainly United Kingdom and
%orwegian areas of the North Sea.
OBJEu.IVE/PURP•^S=: To determine the feasibility of using Seasat data for
improving on design of structures and to assess data utility for daily
operations.
APPROACP: T I--e Seasat data to be provided by \ASA will be processed and
compared with surface truth data obtained from CONOCOi KOLA and Union
Oil stations and platforms. These platforms are instrumented in a
standard fashion and will be used for -erifization of Seasat data.
Sased on the results of comparison, the data will be assessed in
ter=s of their utility for platforms design, as a substitute for sur-
face instrumentation, and for improve=ent of short-term weather fore-
casting for offshore operations.
DA-,A REQU T.RE. SN7S: Only
 nor.-real-time data are required. These include
GDR data on magnetic ta pes readable on an I31! 370/158 s ystem.
C^`^"^XICATIOSS EQU1P`C-N 	 ;D 2A-A DELIVERY	 ',p ion Oil will receive data by
mail in Brea, California, and CONOCO will receive data Lv mail in
Ponca City , Oklahoma.
S1-RFACE TRL'T1.4 DADA:	 Data being collected :ram platfc^s include rind,
waves, tempmerature, and baronetric pressure.
ii
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North Sea Oil and Gas Experiment
U
This experiment is being conducted by the Continental Oil Company
(CONOCO) a • .d Union Oil Company in cooperation with NASA for the purpose of
I
^ evaluating the potential that Seasat data have for affecting the decision
processes that must be made in the design of offshore structures and during
offshore oil and gas exploration and production.
The North Sea is one of the major oil and gas producing areas of
the world. There is a need for the oil companies to collect environmental
data to aid in the design of new structures and for daily operations. The
area of primary interest is bounded by 56°N-E2°N latitude and 4°W-4°E
L	 longitude, which includes mainl y United Kingdom and Norwegian areas of the
North Sea, Union Oil interest in this area includes, in particular, the
Heather oil field located at 60°57'N, 0°5'E, in the UK area of the northern
North Sea. CONOCO's area of interest includes four sites /stations operated
by the United Kingdom Oceanographic Operators association (UKOO ). These
stations are:
t
f	 Brent platform at 61°04'N and 01°43'E
Forties platform at 57 * 44'58"N and 00°54'55"E
f
Foula buov at 60°07'30"N and 02°57'00"14
Frigg platform at 59°5:'32"N and 02°03'42"E
Figure 1 shows the location of these UKOOa stations and the Heather oil
field.
The oil companies currentl y have environmental data taken from
the four platform stations in the test area that will be used to determine
the applicabilit y and benefit of Seasat data for establishing design and
operational criteria for offshore operations.
r
Summary of the ?hvsicai Environment
The North Sea is characteristically a re,-'on of very severe
L storms, particularl y in the northern latitudes. Water de p ths are generally
between 40 and 200 meters, except in the Norwegian Trench, along the coast
of Norway, where depths exceed 400 meters. Severe storms in the North Sea
can coop from any direction, and at anv season of the near. 	 In the
u
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FIGURE 1. LOCATION OF OFFSHORE PLATFORMS IN NORTH SEA TEST AREA
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3northern North Sea, design wave heights up to 31 m have been used. Extreme
wave heights are not as high in the more sheltered southern portions of the
area of interest.
Experiment Motivation
The North Sea as a test bed is one of the best oil and gas devel-
opment fields we have today. The field is not yet fully developed and
there are m2nv structural design and operational criteria that will be
based on future data. The oil companies are looking for more data, both
environmental and structural, that will enable them to design offshore
structures more safely. If Seasat data were verified and an ocean-
monitoring satellite commenced normal operation, significant economic
benefits could be realized. additionally, the oil companies would be able
to reduce the use of weather ships and rig environmental data collection.
Objectives/Purpose
The objectives of the ;North Sea experiment are to determine the
i feasibility of using Seasat data to improve the design of offshore
structures and, if the data prove to be of sufficient accurac y , to assess
their utility for developing methods of incorporating similar future
satellite data into daily operations.
Approach
The S e asat  sa	 fa	 n	 r	 7	 vhe tel lite	 sled o 10 Octobe  19 8, ha ing yielded
about 3 months of data which will be provided to CONOCO and Union Oil in
I non-real time in the form of Geophysical Data Records (GDRs). The GDRs
will be used in satellite data evaluation case studies to validate sensor
capability and determine the forecasting value of the sensor data.
1 CONOCO and Union Oil companies will obtain surface truth data
from the four UKOOA buo y /platform stations (UKOOA has agreed to supply data
to this experiment). Both companies will compare the Seasat data with the
surface truth data collected within a
	
100-km radius of the platforms.
	
i ^	 Interpolation and extrapolation of the Seasat data will be made with the
'l.
point values measured by the platforms.
	 If the comparisons indicate the
validity of the Seasat data, the data will be assessed In terms of their
	 !I
utilit y
 for platform design, as a substitute for surface instrumentation,
and for improvement of short-term weather forecasting for offshore
	
U i
operations.
Specifically, CONOCO will compare the Seasar. data with the envi-
ronmental data they -have collected in order to determine how they can
utilize the data available from future satellite programs; their main
interest is in a system that will show high waves. The purposes of their
case study are: (1) to establish how weather forecasting can be improved,
and (2) to collect data on severe weather conditions and establish a data
base for long-term purposes.
Similarly, Union Oil's case study will consist of analysis and
validation of non-real-time data. First, the Seasat data available on
waves, wind and sea surface temperature will be analyzed; then, these data
will be compared with weather conditions known to exist at that time.
	 A
forecast analysis will be made to determine what could have happened had
GDR data been available at that time. Finally, under the validation task
of this case study, the Seasat data will be compared with the collected
surface truth data, and an evaluation made as to the utility of the Seasat
data for severe weather forecasting. A report will be issued summarizing
statistical comparisons of Seasat and surface truth data and their
applications to various offshore operations.
Industry Data Requirements. NASA will provide both Union 011
Company and CONOCO with a set of the Seasat Geophysical Data Records (GDR).
These records include the altimeter (H 1 /3), scanning multifrequency
microwave radiometer (S`MR) wind magnitude, Seasat-A scatterometer system
(SASS) wind magnitude and direction, and SM.'M sea surface temperature.
The minimum accuracy* required by both companies for the alti-
meter data is 20 percent of the measured value. For the SASS data, the
minimum accuracy re q uired is +5 m/sec (or 30 percent of the measured
.1
*Both Union Oil and CONOCO would like to receive a complete set of Seasat
data with the final improved accuracies achievable from these sensors.
U
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value) for wind magnitude and +40° for wind direction. Their SM.MR min-
imum accuracy requirements for sea surface temperature data are +1°C
relative and WC absolute. In all cases, the time period of interest is
from 1 July to 10 October 1978. 	 The priority in which the data are
required is:
	
(1) waves, (2) wind, and (3) temperature.
Surface Truth Data. CONOCO and Union Oil currently have avail-
able environmental data measured on four UKOOA platform/buoy stations
between 1 July and 10 October 1978. Table 1 shows the surface truth data
acquisition locations, types and frequency of measurements. Further
details for the Brent B platform and the Foula buoy are presented in Tables
2 and 3, respectively. Data from the remaining two platforms will also be
included once they become available. These surface truth data will be used
in a comparative analysis with Seasat and related data.
Data Format and Communication Equipment
The Seasat data products should be written on a magnetic tape
which is readily readable on an IBM 370/158 system. One set of tapes will
be mailed whenever data become available to both CONOCO and Union Oil
Company at their respective locations in Ponca City, Oklahoma, and Brea,
California.
Reporting and Schedule
Guidelines for reporting the experiment results are given in the
paragraphs that follow.
Progress Reports. Battelle will submit periodic progress/status
reports to NASA HQ. It is expected that the experimenter will provide
inputs for these progress reports, but this is not a formal requirement.
Battelle will provide the experimenter with copies of all such reports
submitted to NASA.
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TABLE 2. SURFACE TRUTH DATA TAKEN FROM THE BRENT B PLATFORM
(61 0 04'N LATITUDE, 01 0 43'E LONGITUDE) BETWEEN
L JULY AND 10 OCTOBER 1978
Instrumentation
(Barom,	 Anemom, Frequency of
Parameter/Observation* Thermom, Visual Obs) Observation
Wave Height Datawell waverider and Continuous,
Baylor wave staff 17.07 min every
3 hr
Sea Surface Temperature E906 Rosema , int platinum Continuous,
resistance thermometer 0.5 min every
at 5 m below surface hour
Wind Speed and R.W.	 Munro, Type 11M Continuous,
and Direction** 146 modified BS4683, 8.53 min/hr
part 3, 1972 Ex-N
taken at 55-m height
Air Temperature E906 Rosemount platinum Continuous,
resistance dry bulb 0.5 min every
thermometer hour
Barometric Pressure KDG ACT 20 B transmit- -ditto-
ting aneroid
*There is a time lag of up to 6 months for receipt of recorded data.
**Height correcticn for 10 m above sea level using 55 m - 1/1.232.
i
f
8	 .1
TABLE 3. SURFACE TRUTH DATA TAKEN FROM THE FOULA BUOY
(60 . 08'N LATITUDE, 02°57'W LONGITUDE)
BET'WGEN l JULY AND 10 OCTOBER 1978
Instrumentation
(Baron, Anemom, Frequency of
Parameter/Observation* Thermom, Visual Obs) Observation
Wave Height Datawell heave sensor Continuous,
mounted at center of 17.07	 min/1	 hr,
buoy 2048 samples
(rate -	 2 Hz)
Sea Surface Rosemount Model E13418 0.5	 sec/hr,
Temperature Mod. 0 platinum re- average of
sistance thermometer 64 values
0.4 m below water
line;
	
Rosemount	 trans-
mitter model E32025
Wind Speed Brooks and Gatehouse Total count,
Type D8102	 (modified 10 min/hr
counting) cup ane-
mometer 6.7	 m above
sea level
Wind Direction	 Brooks and Gatehouse
Relative to	 Type D7250 (Vane)
Buoy	 6.7 m above sea level 	 300 values,
--------------------------
10 min/hr
(rate 0.5 Hz)
Buoy Orientation	 Brooks and Gatehouse
"Halcyon" flux gate
magnetic compass
3.66 m above sea level
Air Pressure	 KDG Series 8190 inte-	 10 min/hr,
grated aneroid baro-	 300 values
meter with static	 (rate - 0.5 Hz)
pressure head mounted
at sea level
Air Temperature	 Rosemount Model E13418	 0.5 sec/hr,	
I^Mod. 0 platinum re- average of
sistance thermometer	 64 values
in screen 3.05 m above
sea level
*There is a time lag up to 6 months from observation time to receipt of
data.
.1
L.	
9
Final Report. A final report (one camera— ready copy and four
bound copies) will be prepared by the experimenter upon completion of the
-^	 experiment, but not later than December 31, 1980. It is suggested that this
Ureport be prepared for general dissemination in accordance with good re-
porting practice. It may include experiment objectives, experiment de -
scription, techniques and procedures employed for the data analysis and as—
l	
sessment, conclusions and recommendations.
	
Also desirable is the ex-
perimenter's assessment of the results in terms of:
I	 (1) Potential contribution of Seasat data to the
experimenter's future needs
(2) Characteristics of an operational satellite
system that are of importance to the users.
Schedule. A planning schedule for this experiment in the North
Sea is shown in Figure 2.
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APPENDIX
TWO TASK PUBLTCATIONS
zceprinted from JOURNAL OF HYDRONAUTICS, Vol. 12, No. 4, October 1978, pp. 137-141
Applications of Seasat to the Offshore Oil,
Gas, and Mining Industries
A.G. Mourad' and A.C. Robinsont
Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio
Seasat -I, a NASA satellite launched in June 1978, was designed to preside synoptic, repelitisc data on the
ocean areas of the world. Seasat -I carries rise sensors, four with all-weather cauabilit.. The principal data
products will he surface wind speed and direction, wasc height, and sea surface temperature. Other information
presided will include vase length, wase dirertinn, ice characteristics, and ice mosemeni. One of NASA's oh-
s jectises is to demon,uate Seasat capability and to permit es aluation of the practical .slue of the data to offshore
industry users. Thus, this paper describes seseral industrial experiments planned by N AS.A during the operation
of Serial-l. These experiment, are to be conducted with ,eseral industries, including oil, gas and mining
organizations which will be insestigaling the u,efulncs, of the data. Applications include 1) improsements in
wca:her and wa%e forecasts, 2) impruscd knowledge of past wind and vase statistics for setting design
requirements, and 3) monitoring ice formations, breakup, and musemeni in arctic regions. .A number of
geographical area, are being examined, including the Beaufort Sea, I.ahradur Sea, Gulf of Mexico, 1 .S. Fast
Coast, H esl Africa, Equatorial East Pacifi:. Bering Sea, and the North Sea. These insestigatiuns are being dune
joinih bs NASA and the participating industrial organizations. NASA will preside the apprepriale Sea-sa:-
clerised data, and the industrial organizations will compare these data with their .mn ob,enation, and estimate
the usefulness to offshore operations. Results will he a.ailahlc to the entire off,hore industry and to the general
public once the esaluation, are completed.
4.
t
alk
Introduction
I
N June 1978, NASA launched Seasat-1, the first satellite
dedicated primarily to measurement of the characteristics
of the ocean surface. It is also the first satellite to make ex-
tensive use of microwave sensors. With the exception of the
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), the sensors provide global
coverage (excluding the extreme polar regions) on a 36-h
repetitive cycle. With these instruments, Seasat can provide
global coverage of such pat amt-ters as 1) significant wave
height, 2) ocean currents, 3) surface wind speed and direction,
aed 4) sea surface temperature. In addition, the SAR can
provide information (over restricted areas) on ice charac-
teristics and movement and on wave length and direct:cn.
Because of orbit characteristics, SAR coverage Hill be most
effective in high latitudes. It can, however, be used on other
ocean regions and for obsc..ation of land areas as well. It
also may be possible to detect internal waves and to develop a
better understanding of ocean circulation. Thus, Seasat will
cover many natural phenomena of importance in offshore oil.
gas, and mining operations.
Preliminary estimates of Seasat benefits were made during
1974-1975.' In the case of offshore oil and gas, these showed
that benefits during the years 1985 to 2000 would ran g e from
$214 to $344 million (1975 dollars). In addition, $96 to $285
million should accrue to arctic operations, most of which are
associated with the oil and gas industries. No estimates were
made in that study for the deep ocean mining industry, but the
benefits should be substantial.
In economic terms, these industries are highly significant.
The offshore oil and gas industry represents the largest single
economic activity in the world's oceans. 2 The value to the U.S
alone was estimated at $3.2 billion in 1973, with projections
Received Nov. 11, 1977; presented as Paper 77-1583 at the
AIAA/AGU/AMS/IEEE/MTS/SEG /Con ference on Satellite Appli-
cations to Marine Operations, New Orleans, l.a., Nov. 15 . 17, 1977;
revision received May 17, 1978. Copyright © American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc., 1977. All rights reserved.
Index ca:egories: Oceanography, Physical and Biological; Data
Sensing, Presentation, and Transmission; Microwaves.
'Projects Manager, Space Systems and Applications Section.
tAssociate Section Manager, Space Systems and Applications
Section.
of $18.9 billion by the yea- 2(00. Ocean mining activities are
projected to reach $2.5 billion by the year 2000; the U.S.
mining industry alone will have spent some $300 million
before the first commercial operations begin. I
Throughout the Seasat program, NASA has devoted
substantial effort to -.citing potential users involved. From the
early conceptual phases to the present, there has been in
existence a users' committee, consisting of representatives
front government, the academic community, and industry.
This committee ha , been a major influence in brin g ing the
Seasat program to its present configuration.
Although Seasa t -I is a "proof-of-concept" satellite, NASA
included as one of its goals the actual demonstration of the
utility of Seasat data to operational users. To accomplish this,
NASA is setting up experimental pr—rams with selected
potential user industries. Thus, NASA is exposing satellite
performance to the outside user prior to full verification of
capability. However, this early evaluation by users can
contribute to the verification and to a better understanding of
the requirements of an operational system. Through these
demonstrations, NASA plans to transfer its technology
directly to the user, who, in turn, is expected to provide
evaluation of Seasat capability and its impact on its
operations.
In addition to the offshore industry demonstrations, which
are the subject of this paper, there are a number of other
similar activities that will be undertaken in the same period.
These include activities In the areas of marine resources,
marine transportation, fisheries, and other biotic resources. If
the experimental results jus!ify it, an operational Seasat may
be orbited in the early to mid-1980's.° This operational
system probably will have multiple satellites, as well as im-
provements in sensors and data-handling capability. This
paper covers the offshore oil, gas, and mining industries'
experimental plan for verification of Seasat benefits to these
industries and provides some description of Seasat capabilities
as they apply to the industries' requirements.
Objectives of the Offshore Industry
Verification Experiments
These experiments are designed to 1) assist in verification of
the capabilities of the Seasat-A censors, 2) permit potential
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users to evaluate the practical value of .,te data in their ac-
tivities, 3) begin the process of transferring the technology to
the user community, and 4) assist in developing the
requirements for an operational system for monitoring the
oceans from space.
Experiments and Participants
Table 1 summarizes the verification experiments, showing
the industry organizations that are participating and their
geographical areas of interest. Figure I shows the ap-
proximate location of the proposed test areas.
Description of Seasat-1
The total system to be used in the experiments consists of a
number of components, from the instruments on the
spacecraft to the mechanisms for delivering data at the user's
facility. These system components are described briefly
below. For more complete details, see Nagler and Mc-
Candless.' NASA 's Nystem description . 1.6 and Apel and
Siry.'
Instruments
Radar Altimeter
The altimeter has two functions. First, it monitors the
average wave height from i to 20 m along a narrow swath
directly below the satellite path. Second, by measuring
changes in the satellite -to-sea -surface distance, it can detect
variations in mean sea level (geoid), tides, storm surges, and
currents. This is an improved version of the altimeters flown
on Skylab and GEOS-3.
Radar Scatterometer
The scatterometer acts as an anemometer for measurement
of surface wind speeds and wind direction. The instrument
covers two 500-km swaths, one on each side of the nadir. The
Seasat-I scatterometer is an improved version of the Skylab
instrument. Global coverage (95%) is possible every 36 h.
Microw im Radiometer
The scanning multichannel microwave radiometer (SMMR)
is a passive system that measures the emiacd electromagnetic
radiation in selected regions of the spectrum. It has five
separate frequency bands and performs four functions: 1)
measurement of the surface temperature, 2) measurement of
foam brightness, which can be converted into a measurement
of .find speeds, 3) detection of ice age, extent, concentration,
and dynamics, and 4) atmospheric corrections for the radar
altimeter and scatterometer. Similar instruments were flown
on Skylab, Nimbus 5. and Nimbus 6. Global coverage (95%)
will be obtained every 36 h.
Visible and Infrared Radiometer
The V/IR provides clear-weather surface temperature data,
cloud coverage patterns, and corroborative images of ocean
and coastal features. The instrument is a modified version of
those flown on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration ( NOAA) operational satellites.
Synthetic Aperture Radar
The SAR is an instrument that has not flown previously in a
satellite. It provides imagery of ocean features such as ice
fields, icebergs and leads, slicks, wave and current patterns,
and coastal conditions. The SAR is capable of penetrating
clouds and nominal rain.
Data System
Data from all of the instruments except the SAR will be
recorded onboard the satellite as the measurements are made.
These data then will be transmitted to the ground when the
satellite passes over one of the Seasat ground stations . The
data then will be retransmitted to two locations: 1) NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and 2) the Navy's Fleet
Numerical Weather Central ( FNWC) at Monterey, Calif. At
GSFC, the data will be combined with precise orbit in-
formation (obtained some days after the data are taken) and
sent to the Jet Propulsion laboratory (JPQ at Pasadena,
Calif. There, the data will be archived to provide the major
permanent repository of Seasat data. Some of the data from
this file will be available to the public through the NOAA
Environmental Data Service.
The use of the data at FNWC is rather different. The raw
sensor outputs first will be converted to geophysical units
(wind magnitudes, temperatures, etc.), and then the
geophysical data will be used, along with conventional data
sources, in preparation of FNWC's standard analysis and
forecast products. Both the Seasat-I data themselves and the
analysis and forecast products based on the Seasat data will be
sent over telephone lines to participants in the verification
experiment program. In this near-real-time data system, data
should become available to users within something like 6 h
after the data are taken.
The SAR data will follow a different course. Because of the
very high data rate produced by the SAR (10 11 bits/s), it is not
practical to store the data on board, and so the data will be
transmitted to the ground as they are being taken. This means
that the SAR can be used only while the satellite is in view of a
r
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Table 1 Stttoa sin of offshore Industry Seaat vedfleadoa exper atats
j
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i
Test area/no. of companies" Objectives Data requirements
Applicable Seasat-A
instrumentsb
Industry surface
truth parameters
Beaufort Sea Improve meteorological Ice regime, breakup, V/IR, SMMR, Alt., SAR, Ice condition
125'-140'W foremis growth and dynamics (IR) Meteorology
offshore to 72'N Improve wave forecasts Wind Scat., SMMR (Alt., SAR) Wind
APOA: 3 companies Monitor ice dynamics Waves Alt. (SAR) Wave spectra
AOOA/ARC: Several Ice forecast (height, period, direc.)
Labrador Sea Improve wind wave Sea ice SAR, Aft., SMMR Waves, (height, period
150 miles offshore W forecast Icebergs SAR and direction)
45'-65'N Improve freezeup & Sea state Alt., SAR (Scat., Wind speed/direction
EPOA: 2 companies breakup forecast SMMR, Vis.) Iceberg size, position
Locate icebergs Current speed Alt. (SAR, Scat.) Sea ice type, leads.
Provide historical data Current position IR, SMMR, Alt., SAR roughness ridges
for design Iceberg (in pack ice)
Gulf of Mexico Improve design criteria Wind Scat., SMMR (Alt., SAR) Wave Spectra
Primary: 88'-96 'W for pipelines Waves and swells Alt., SAR (Scat., SMMR, Wind speed/direction
2'/'-30'N Validate sensor data Vis.) Water temperature
Secondary: 80'-97.5'W Correlate surface data Current Alt., IR. SMMR, SAR Air temperature
26'-30'N with subsurface data (Scat.) Water vapor
AGA/PRC: 25 companies Surface temperature IR, SMMR (Scat., Alt.)
Water vapor SMMR
Getty Oil, Texaco Improve accuracy of Tides Alt.
prediction of severe Extra tropical/ Alt., SAR, Scat., VAR,
storms tropical storms SMMR
U.S. East Coast Improve wind-wave fore- Waves Alt. (SAR) Wave height/spectra
70'-75'W cast (real time data) Wind Scat., SMMR (Alt., SAR) Wind speed/direction
38'-43'N Provide historical Surface currents Alt., IR, SMMR, SAR Sea /air temperature
CONOCO: operator for ocean/meteor. data to (Scat.) Tide
several com- determine applicability Tide Alt. Current profile
panes for operations and design Temperature IR, SMMR, Alt. (Scat.)
criteria determination Storm track Alt., SAR, Scat., VAR,
and model calibration SMMR
Offshore West Africa Provide historical data Waves Alt. Water temperature
0'-12'N and 18'-35'S up to for design Wind Scat., SMMR (Alt.) & salinity
2000-m contour W Provide near real time Current speed/ Alt., IR, SMMR Waves (height, period,
Getty: operator for several wind, wave and current direction direction)
companies, and data Surface temperature V/1 R, SMMR (Scat., Alt.) Wind speed /direction
Texaco Current speed/
direction, temperature
Equatorial Reliable prediction of Storm genesis, All instruments except Wave height/spectra
East Pacific Ocean sea and atmospheric location and path SAR` Wind speed/direction
Primary: 110'-150' W conditions at 12, 24, Wave/swell Alt., SAR (Scat., SMMR) Sea/air temperature
5'-20'N 48 and 72 h Wind Scat., SMMR Current
Secondary: 110'-180'W Cloud cover Vis.
5`-20'N Precipitation SMMR(Alt.)
Ocean Mining: 4 consortia Temperature IR, SMMR (Scat., Alt.)
Currents Alt., IR. SMMR (Scat.)
North Sea Improve on design Waves Alt. Wave height/spectra
56'-62'N of structures Wind Scat., SMMR Wind speed/direction
5'W-5'E Determine utility of Temperature SMMR Sea/air temperature
CONOCO and Union Oil data in operations Storm All Ti r & current
Bering Sea	 Assess SAR imagery 	Ice conditions	 SAR and SMMR	 Wwal observations
54'-70'N	 for assisting offshore	 type, distribution	 of ice and aerial
157'W to US/USSR border	 operations in ice	 and dynamics	 photography
AOGA/Bering Sea
Ice Task Force
a Acronyms used include the following: APOA: Arctic Petroleum Operators Association; AOGA/ARC: Alaska Oil and Gas Association/Arctic Research Committee;
EPOA: Eastcoast Petroleum Operators Association; AGA/PRC: American Gas Association/ Pipeline Research Committee; CONOCO: Continental Oil Company.
b Parentheses denote secondary applications. Abbreviations used are as follows: VAR visible and infrared radiometer; SMMR = scanning multifrequcncy microwave
radiometer; Alt. = radar altimeter; SAR = synthetic aperture radar; Scat. = radar scatterometer; and Vis. = visible.
'SAR will not operate except in areas near U.S. and Canadian shores.
ground station equipped to receive the SAR data. At the
ground station, the raw SAR are stored on tapes, which are
sent to JPL for processing. At 1PL, a portion of the data will
be processed into images. These should be available within
two to three weeks after the data are recorded.
Date Products
There will be many users of Seasat - I data, and the range of
products which will be prepared is correspondingly wide.
Some of the principal characteristics of the planned data
products are suggested below.
Near-Real-Time Data
The products that will be prepared by and disseminated
through FNWC are of two types: the Seasat-1 data them-
selves, and the derived analyses and forecasts. The Seasat-1
data will be sent out in tabular form, e.g., sea surface tem-
perature, together with the geographical location and time at
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which they were taken. The analysis and forecast products
will be sent as maps showing lines of constant pressure, lines
of constant temperature, wind directions, etc. Wave spectra
will, however, be sent in tabular form.
Nun-Real-Time. Non-SAR fMia
The archive of non-SAR data at 1PL will consist primarily
of time- and position-tagged raw instrument outputs. Only
selected portions will be converted to geophysical units. The
raw data could be made available to users, however, as could
any portions of the data which have been converted to
geophysical units. in both cases, the data would be in digital
form, stored on tapes.
SAR Mto
SAR data will be collected only on a limited basis. The SAR
will make some 1500 passes/y, although only 260 of these
passes are scheduled for reduction to images. Each pass will
consist of 10 min of observati^n, representing a ground track
coverage cf 100 x 4000 km. The images can be made
available in digital form on tape, as prints, as positive
transparencies, or as negatives.
Applications of Seasat-1 Data
Seasat-I will be providing types and amounts of data, most
of which never before have been available. It is expected that
offshore industry users will develop uses for the data which
cannot be foreseen now, but a number of uses have been
identified in preliminary planning and will be tested during
the experiment period. Two major types of applications are
planned: 1) use of historical data for designing offshore
structures or for long-range operational planning, and 2) use
of weather and wave forecasts to assist in making operational
decisions. There is a third potential area that could develop
later: use of Seasat data to assist in geophysical exploration.
In these types of applications, the new capabilities of Seasat
are quite valuable. The global all-weather coverage permits
collection of environmental information in those remote
and/or inhospitable ocean areas that are of increasing interest
as the search for oil, gas, and mineral resources widens. In
some of these areas, human activity has been minimal, so that
there is little information. In other cases, cloud cover is quite
common, so that other satellite systems are not highly ef-
fective. Some of the specific data applications are suggested
below.
Waves and Wave Forecasting
Historical wave data will be collected and stored for
generating wave statistics. These will he useful for platform
design, pipeline laying and design, and ocean mining
operational planning.
Positioning of mobile rigs, installation of fixed structures,
hole re-entry, salvage operations, and resupply are executed
best when winds and waves arc low. Prediction of hurricane-
produced winds and surges is required to shut down
operations when necessw . , he primary parameters involved
in wave forecasting includ:: storm surge/setup, wave spectra,
surface winds, and wind stress. Altimeter wave-height ob-
servations, along with the scatterometer and microwave
radiometer data on winds, will be used to verify existing
models or improve on the accuracy of wave forecasting.
Several organizations, such as NOAA and FNWC, expect to
have improved spectral wave forecasting models in operation
by 1978. Their extension to a truly global scale will depend
upon the establishment of satellite techniques for measuring
surface winds.
Winds
Surface wind information generated from Scasat will
provide a major new data source for meteorological
forecasting. It is expected that this will be particularly
significant in certain regions in which limited weather data are
available. On a historical basis, wind statistics will be
significant in the design of offshore facilities such as fixed
platforms, mobile rigs, mining ships, salvage equipment, and
ocean dumping barges.
Wealher Forecasting
The global coverage of surface wind and temperature will
provide a major new resource for weather forecasting. Since
the Seasat data are different from conventional data sources
in spatial extent and in timing of the measurements, some
adaptation in analysis and prediction models will be required.
Ultimately, new and much more accurate models may be
developed, but this is beyond the scope of the Seasat ex-
periment program. FNWC will be adapting their analysis
procedures to accept the synoptic Seasat data and distributing
the resulting products to participants in the program. The
impact of wind data on global 36- and 72-h forecasts will be
assessed by FNWC. NOAA, and Canada's Atmospheric
Environmental Services. Comparisons between forecasts and
observations could be made available to experimenters in
specific areas. Offshore industry experimenters will be
comparing the Seasat-based forecasts with their own ob-
servations and experience.
Han scar„ '• oiwasting
Seasat instruments, especially the scatterometer, the SAR,
and the altimeter, should make possible better understanding
and prediction of hurricanes. However, this will depend also
on improved modeling, which may not be available during the
experiment period but is promising for the longer term. The
SMMR should give a rather rough picture of the wind
field.The SAR can penetrate the hurricane and provide much
more detailed information on waves, but complete, repetitive
SAR coverage will not be possible with Seasat-1.
Surface 7 emperature
Measurement of surface temperature also will be useful in
meteorological forecasting. In northern latitudes, in-
formation on air and water temperatures is needed to predict
icing on structures.
Sea Ice Mapping and Statistics
Monitoring of iceberg location and movement is extremely
important for drill rigs and shipping. Mapping of ice leads,
floes, and movement is critical for ship navigation and ex-
tension of the operaiir:g season. SAR and microwave imagery
will be used to update and improve the analysis of sea ice in
the Beaufort, Bering, and Labrador Seas.
Ice Dynamics
Studies by the Surveillance Satellite Project Office of
Canada's Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, along
with those of NOAA, a will involve 1) determining the
quantitative accuracy and detail with which sea ice can be
mapped employing SAR and SMMR data, 2) assessing the
capabilities of SAR and SMMR to collect the required all-
weather temperature data for sea ice dynamics measurements,
and 3) applying Scasat-I capabilities to classification of ice
types and distribution of features. Monitoring of ice dynamics
during frcezcup, including growth and progression of landfast
ice and the southerly migration of the polar pack, is important
in assessing the ice loading on fixed platforms.
F;xperiment Program
As mentioned earlier, Scasat-1 was launched in June 1978.
It is expected that the distribution of data to the offshore
industry users will begin late in 1978, after a period allotted to
validation of the instruments and the data system. The ex-
periment period will last for approximately two years. As of
this writing, all hardware and software required to support
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the experiments is either complete or in late stages of
preparadion. Planning for the experiments is nearly com-
pleted. and NASA and the users are working out details of
agreements on the responsibilities of the various parties. At
the end of the experiment period, the offshore industry
PtUticipants will provide NASA with a report covering the
experimental activities and evaluating the Seasat data as to
validity, as well as to significance in assisting offshore in-
dustrial activities.
It should be emphasized that there will be many activities
using Seasat-1 data in addition to the offshore industry uses
reviewed here. There will be a number of instrument
validations, scientific investigations, and commercial ap-
plications such as in marine transportation and fisheries. In
all of these activities, NASA is placing an unusual degree of
reliance on other organizations to assess the data, whether
that assessment is in technical, scientific, or practical terms.
Conclusions
In recent years, several satellite systems have proved their
usefulness in providing data on a global basis with speed and
cost advantages over existing systems. Seasat - 1 is the first
satellite dedicated to ocean monitoring. If it is successful, it is
expected that more advanced versions will follow, leading to
an operational system in the mid - 1980's . 1 Seasat- I is the first
step, then, to a major new capability for understanding,
controlling, and using the ocean environment.
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As man seeks to solve the multiplying energy and
environmental problems confronting him, he is turn-
ing sore and more to the sea. The search for oil
and gas in offshore areas on the continental shelves
and slopes of the world oceans has increased con-
sideribly during the last two decades. Deep ocean
mining is becoming increasingly attractive. The
use of the seas for food and the development of
ocean resources for transportation, recreation, and
other activities, encourage the immediate develop-
ment of this most important frontier.
Harnessing the hostile ocean environment to de-
velop the resources and extract potential economic
benefits will require many new and improved tech-
nologies. One of the most significant is the tech-
nology of information. This includes information
on the ocean environment, navigation information
and logistical information required for support of
offshore operations. Design of facilities and
structures requires historical environmental data
for the region of interest. Operations often re-
quire both current real-time data and environmental
prediction methods co enhance safety and economy.
Satellite syscems offer ways of obtaining and
handling those types of information which may prove
to be more effective and economical than traditional
methods. This paper reviews those types of data in
terms of their effect on the ocean activities: ex-
ploration, production/operations, transportation,
and data collection.
Exploration
Exploration includes reconnaissance, geophysical
and mineral surveys, hydrographic charting, deter-
mination of boundaries, and pipeline and cable
laying surveys. These activities are character-
ized by flexibility in scheduling and the need for
relatively calm seas. Both real-time environmental
data, and regional and local weather forecasting
daca are required.
Exploration activities have by far the most
stringent requirements for logistical data. These
activities require highly accurate navigation
systems that can provide, on a global basis, con-
tinuous position updating information with a good
repeatability so that operational vessels can re-
turn accurately co previous operations or dis-
coveries, or co within proper boundaries. The
Largest civilian user of high precision navigation
systems is the geophysical exploration industry.
Exploration activities also require a data transfer
capability (teletype messages, facsimile, ecc.)
that will allow geophysical and surveying opera-
tions to communicate program changes and satellite
weather pictures from their base to their ships.
This provides improved operational efficiency and
maximum profit margins by minimizing the errors
that occur in present complicated methods of data
relay.
Production/Operations
Production/operations activities include the use
of various types of facilities such as fixed plat-
forms. mobile rigs-(drill ships, semisubmersibles,
barges, etc.). mining ships, salvage equipment,
fishing vessels, and ocean dumping barges.
Many years of data may be required to character-
ize environmental extremes for design purposes.
There are long-range trends in storm size and fre-
quency of occurrence. For example, since 1960
severe hurricanes occur about twice as often in the
Gulf of Mexico as they did from 1920 to 1960. Con-
versely, the U.S. East Coast, which was ravaged by
hurricanes in the 1950'x, remains relatively free
of them in the first part of the period 1960-2000.
In another area, recent records show that the cumber
of icebergs drifting south of the 48th parallel has
varied between zero and 1200 per year since 1900.1
Similarly, the edge of the polar pack ice may recede
as much as 200 miles, or as little as 20 miles in a
given year.2
The effect of directionality of winds and waves
is also an important design consideration. Such
information can be obtained through studies and
modeling of several years of data for a given area
of the world. The reinforcement of wind. wave and
tidal stresses can have a very significant impact
on design.l
To minimize design uncertaint;r in ocean mining
requires accurate and reliable historical environ-
mental data. Present designs are conservative be-
cause of the lack of statistical data on-ocean con-
ditions in areas of present interest.
In northern latitudes, information on air and
water temperatures is needed co predict icing on
structures. When driven by currents and winds, ice
flows and rafts could cause high dynamic loads on
offshore structures. :Monitoring of ice dynamics
during freezeup, including growth and progression
of the fast ice and the southerly migration of the
polar pack, is important in assessing the pileup
that may be generated around fixed platforms.:
Furthermore, historical data on ice are not only
helpful in platform design criteria but are essen-
eial in operations planning.
Almost without exception, ocean operations re-
quire accurate short-term and lonS-• range regional
and local weather forecasting, prediction of large
storms, and a storm cracking capability. "::airing
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